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Background

The world is experiencing exceptional technological evolution
and Sweden is at the forefront of this development and virtual
teams are on the rise. Virtual teams are a way for companies to
improve their sustainability with decreased travel for employees
which also saves time that employees can spend at home though
with difficulties separating work and home. Virtual teams are a
chance for employees to better influence their work, a way to
have people from all over the world working together but with a
risk of decreased physical social interactions and being isolated.

Research question

How is employee satisfaction perceived by individuals in virtual
teams?

Purpose

The purpose of this thesis is to describe how employees in virtual
teams perceive employee satisfaction in contrast to traditional
teams in order to identify which aspects are especially significant
for employee satisfaction in virtual teams. Further we aim
to explain how to create employee satisfaction with
these aspects in mind.

Method

A qualitative research method was used in this study, by semistructured interviews with twelve respondents from various
companies in Sweden, in which four of the twelve respondents
work in the public sector and the rest in the private sector. The
respondents were selected by convenience.

Theoretical
Framework

Theories about teams, virtual teams, job satisfaction and culture
are presented followed by behavioural theory focusing on selfdetermination theory as well as social capital. The final
component in the theoretical framework is theory regarding.
work-life balance and spillover theory.

Findings

In this thesis, the findings of how employee satisfaction is
perceived in virtual teams is divided into two parts. The first part
addresses the need to prepare a structure for the virtual team
before hiring as to avoid issues raised by the respondents and
brings to attention key areas. The second part addresses the need
to find the right people when hiring for the virtual team. It
mentions important characteristics beneficial for the person to
have if they are to work within the virtual team.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Background
The digital world we live in today has given us as humans great opportunities and
capabilities, but also new challenges and problems. Just imagine how much we have changed
our lifestyles since computers and mobile phones became an accessory to almost every
person in the western world. It has also given us new possibilities to connect with each other
through both time and space. With new technological solutions we find different ways go
about our daily lives as well as how we do our jobs. Working in virtual teams away from the
office is becoming an increasingly popular phenomena across many industries. Recent
research across several countries has shown that Sweden is among the top countries with the
highest usage of teleworking together with Japan and USA (Grant, Wallace, Spurgeon,
Tramontano, Charalampous, 2019). With the environmental issue being ever so important
and always a factor in how things are judged, it has now become one of the reasons given by
individuals for wanting the ability to work remotely and not having to travel to-and-from
work (Forbes, 2017). The environmental factor is also one that certainly won’t go away for a
long time. The UN (2018) is one major instance who demands that everybody steps up and
take their responsibility on the issue. With more organizations making sustainability part of
their brand and operations there’s plenty of interest in making more work become digital and
through that make it possible to work from a different location than the office. Reducing the
amount of business travelling is also a key factor in transforming the business into having a
more environmentally friendly profile. Instead of flying across the globe many companies
choose to have digital meetings and video conferences.
The digital tools available to us has made working together across the globe not only
possible, but in many cases, it has become a clever and efficient way to do business.
However, as we find new ways to do our job, we will also stumble upon new issues and
challenges that we need to deal with in a different way than what we have done before.
Pauleen, Yoong (2001) and Goggins, Laffey, Gallagher (2011) mentions how the
technological transformation is vastly going to affect how different tasks is performed in a
virtual team. Communication is no longer going to primarily be between face-to-face
meetings of people but instead exist through the use of different software channels such as
email, video-conferences, over the phone and text messages, which allow for fast and
efficient communication. Also, by working in a virtual team the individual is not tied down to
one spot but can depending on what they are working on at the time easily adjust where they
do their work without significant negative impact on their performance. This is something
that was brought up by Davenport, Pearlson (1998) that this different form of organization
provides new opportunities such as the possibility for increased and improved interactions
between salespeople who can get on the road and meet their customers face to face.
Killingsworth, Xue, Liu (2016) brings up the challenge that comes with being able to meet
and work with people from multiple nations that means getting to handle and experience
different cultures and how they shape different ideas, behaviours and attitude which will
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differ from one’s own culture. A member from a collectivist culture often is willing to share
information with members of their own group which contrast to the member of a more
individualist culture where they might be hesitant to even share knowledge with members of
the team. The freedom to influence your own job has become a more valued and important
aspect for workers in recent time and has been pointed out as one of the more important
aspects for high job satisfaction and as a way to reduce emotional exhaustion. Virtual teams
allow people to work from their home which gives that person a more private environment
that’s tailored to their tastes and further increases job satisfaction (Tavares, 2017; World
Economic Forum 2016). Being in more control of your life and being able to allocate that
time to other important aspects of a person’s life such as exercising and eating properly can
improve the health of the individual allowing them to be more productive when doing work
and giving them an improved morale better enabling them to handle stress (Tavares, 2017;
Forbes, 2017). Working remotely doesn’t only benefit the person that is working from home,
but it also gives employees a greater flexibility to combine work with the ability to deal with
personal or family-related matters (Nakrošienė, Bučiūnienė, Goštautaitė, 2019). Another
benefit that people gain by working from home is that they no longer need to commute to
their place of work, something that can take a significant amount of time depending on where
the person lives and where they work.
However, it’s not without issues to not share a physical workplace with others. One concern
often brought up about virtual teams and working from home is that work becomes a more
fluid concept where the divisions between work and home increasingly blurs and that this
will negatively affect the work-life balance (World Economic Forum, 2018). An issue that
was brought up early in the days of virtual teams by Davenport, Pearlson (1998) is the
absence of face-to-face conversations with co-workers and the loss of the benefits that comes
from spending time with each other at work. It can impact the cohesion and trust between
individuals to a significant degree which in turn risk negatively impacting the efficiency of
the virtual team. How to best lead teams is constantly changing and leaders of virtual teams
faces great challenges in managing and leading a team where they need to balance the
individual freedom, with guidelines and tasks that needs to be done (Han, Chae, Macko, Park,
Beyerlein 2017). Many of them have to navigate an environment they have never experienced
before in an effort to lead their teams through the possibilities and challenges of a virtual
team.

1.2. Problem discussion
In this part of the thesis, former research within fields which are relevant for this study will
be brought up. This includes research on topics such as, (I) leadership, (II) social capital,
(III) efficiency and (IV) job satisfaction that affect the virtual organization. A further
explanation of each field will be provided which will come together to bring forward the
knowledge gap. It has been observed through research by Zoufa, Ochieng (2017) that virtual
teams face the same kind of challenges as face-to-face teams do but due to the normally fast
paced nature of virtual teams the virtual teams experience worse versions of these challenges
which can be attributed to the increased difficulty of creating strong group dynamics within
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the virtual team. Unresolved conflicts between individuals in virtual teams can be the result
of underdeveloped group dynamics and can be harder to discover which increases the risk of
full-blown conflicts.
One challenge that Schenkel, Garrison (2009) mean both face-to-face teams and virtual teams
face, is the role social capital have in a team and the dynamics between the members of the
team. They bring up the matter of belonging and how important that can be to individuals and
that virtual teams run an increased risk of failing to make individual members of the team fail
to identify themselves as a part of something greater and they attribute this to the absence of
physical contact between members of the team. The sense of belonging is because of the
absence of physical contact more important to virtual teams and that the belonging will act as
the source of “glue” that will promote a strong and healthy group cohesion. Working in a
virtual environment tend to deny individuals the social cues that humans use to interpret the
social context around them and to practice the appropriate self-monitoring as to be able to
accurately gauge the impact their actions are having on others which in turn lead to
communication difficulties that can if untreated lead to decreased efficiency for both
individuals and the team (Branson, Clausen, Sung, 2008; Dulebohn, Hoch, 2017). Research
by Schenkel, Garrison (2009) brings up that individuals will have a strong belief of that they
will be efficient if given good relational support, structural support and the chance to form a
cognitive estimation of their ability to self-motivate, gather required resources and their
ability to exercise autonomy in their work.
To minimize the negative aspects of no face-to-face interactions, studies have shown that if
teams are given appropriate training the individuals in the teams are showing an improved
perception over time and show better levels of trust and are better able to handle frank
expressions which allow them more effective communication and performance. This ties into
previous research which ties trust and team performance together and interpersonal trust
between individuals and mentions the role of mediator that trust can have on effectiveness,
both direct and indirectly (Branson, Clausen, Sung, 2008; Jaakson, Reino, McClenaghan,
2018). Being able to trust in the team and the people making up the team has a positive effect
on an individual member’s performance meaning it’s important that each individual in the
team take the steps required to communicate clearly so everyone on the team are able to trust
and feel trusted for them to perform at their best which is easier for traditional face-to-face
teams to achieve (Jaakson, Reino, McClenaghan, 2018). Research has been done on the topic
of leadership and what is required of leaders and the effects of leadership in a virtual context.
It’s been recognized that leadership has just as in a face-to-face team importance, but certain
knowledge and skills are more vital in a virtual team. The virtual team requires a manager
that provides clearly defined directions, communicate clearly, is excellent at time
management, removes all ambiguity from the process by formalizing roles, including their
own and very good social skills allowing them to effectively handle interpersonal
relationships with less social cues to work with. Leaders of virtual teams also need relevant
virtual team skills such as some technical expertise due to the technology heavy nature of
virtual teams. Other skills that the research puts emphasis on is the ability to influence and
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facilitate team member engagement and facilitate interactions between members to counteract
that the team doesn’t exist in one place (Gupta, Pathak, 2018; Dulebohn, Hoch, 2017).
Leaders for virtual teams that include members of different cultures and exist in different
parts of the world require a leader that isn’t culturally ignorant but a leader that’s able to
build trust between cultures and use the uniqueness of each team member effectively. A
leader for a virtual team with members in different nations might have to take into
consideration time zones and different working hours and build structures around this
(Dulebohn, Hoch, 2017). Research has also points out that successful leaders of virtual teams
use a leadership style is a mixture between the hard leader that clearly defines the limits with
the softer leadership skills of making sure that each individual has a channel of
communication so that they are able to easily reach the leader and this to encourage
communication that avoids isolating individuals so that they don’t feel fear but instead are
motivated (Gapp, Fisher, 2012). Other research in the area by Han et al. (2017) found that
leaders of virtual teams face increased importance in creating norms for others to follow and
that the best norms are developed over time and can’t be rushed, especially not when most
communication is not done face-to-face. Rushed norms run the risk of stifling the workers
and infringe on their autonomy which in turn negatively impact their satisfaction with the job.
Findings by the authors put forward the creation of chat rooms as an excellent means for
people to interact, bounce ideas with each other and feel autonomous while still providing the
leader a possibility to supervise and gain an understanding on how the group think about
different subjects. Another finding is that it’s easier for leaders to create flat organizations
and foster a collaborative spirit within the team, allowing others to step up and feel
empowered.
Experiments made by Branson, Clausen, Sung (2008) on the effectiveness of the decisionmaking process in product development between teams that work face-to-face and virtual
teams and compared that to the effectiveness of an individual and the authors discovered a
few key differences. It was concluded that teams are more effective at making decisions than
individuals, and that virtual teams are the more effective alternative of the two forms of
teams. This combined with the discovery that virtual teams use less information in their
decision-making than individuals and the regular face-to-face teams. The authors also
concluded that trust can exist in teams that are built solely on an electronic network however
that the virtual team and the individuals within the team face issues created by the lack of
face-to-face interactions and that virtual teams will need to ensure that the team develops
openness in discussion to mitigate extra effort required communicate and earn trust (Branson
et al., 2018; Gapp, Fisher, 2012). Conclusions reached by Pauleen, Yoong (2001) puts
forward the double-edged nature of working through technology to communicate which is
that while technology allows for individuals to efficiently reach many people around the
world but that the cost for this cost-efficient speed and efficiency is that often the relationship
building that take place in a traditional face-to-face team gets derailed or don’t take place at
all which can cause serious problems as each individual rely on others to keep them up to
date on what’s happening on their side. The authors make note that the increased speed of
communications that is possible to achieve on virtual communication channels can give the
4

virtual team a real competitive advantage if handled thoughtfully. The employees are every
business most basic and vital resource as they make the business work on a daily basis. They
are a key source in everything from production and administration to customer service and
sales. As such, having high performing employees is necessary to accomplish good results
and maximising profits. Previous research has found strong ties between employee
performance and employee satisfaction (Abdirahman, Najeemdeen, Abidemi, Ahmad, 2018),
which highlights the importance of keeping the issue of employee satisfaction central in all
decisions as it directly impacts the performance of the employees and thus also the businesses
result itself.
Much of the existing research about job satisfaction in regular teams has been focused on
stress and psychological factors as well as relationships with colleagues and managers
(Lepold, Tanzer, Bregenzer, Jiménez, 2018). Stress and the issue of getting burned out is
something that has become more important over the last few years as stress levels are rising
and mental health is suffering. Some of the research has also been focused on working
conditions and the influence employees have over their workplace. This is a subject that
becomes very important with the freedom that the virtual team gives the employees.
Working in virtual teams first became popular at the end of the 90’s in the middle of the
technological revolution. Thanks to new inventions such as mobile phones and fax-machines
employees were given greater flexibility and could partly or fully begin telecommuting and
working from their own home office (Davenport, Pearlson, 1998). As a result, companies
could significantly lower their real estate costs as people instead were working together in
virtual teams rather than in the physical office. Previous research has mainly been focused on
understanding the team dynamics of virtual teams or understanding virtual teams from a
leadership perspective. Working together virtually is very different from working in a normal
group constellation and therefore leaders in virtual teams need to handle some things
differently or more carefully than in regular teams. Communication and clarity is one thing
that is crucial as communicating virtually increases the risks of misunderstandings and
unnecessary arguments (Nydegger, Nydegger, 2010). It is also important to recognise that
you need different approaches when working on team spirit and organisational culture.
There has also been research done about efficiency and how you build the most efficient
virtual teams. Up until now there has been a major focus on the importance of trust between
team members in virtual teams (Ford, Piccolo, Ford, 2017). Studies have shown that teams
with high trust between team members are more focused, proactive but also that they are
better at handling the social part of the teamwork such as communication and feedback.
The relative novelty of the virtual organization means that there are many aspects that need to
be researched in depth and so far, the focus has primarily been on the virtual team as a whole
and aspects tied to the group stage of the organization. Therefore, there is a practical problem
as many companies choose to go virtual without knowing the full effects on job satisfaction
on an individual level. There is plenty of research done on job satisfaction in regular
organisations, but not that takes a broader view on the work-life style of employees in virtual
5

teams, and as such there is also an empirical problem. Regarding the theoretical problem,
many researchers have pointed out that there are vast differences between how we work in
traditional teams compared to virtual teams (Pauleen, Yoong, 2001; Goggins, Laffey,
Gallagher, 2011). As such, theories of job satisfaction in regular teams cannot fully describe
individual satisfaction in virtual teams in a satisfying way. And therefore, there is also a
theoretical problem. Thus, a knowledge gap identified in this study is the lack of theories
about employees as individuals and their satisfaction in virtual teams.

1.3. Research question
How is employee satisfaction perceived by individuals in virtual teams?

Purpose
The purpose of this thesis is to describe how employees in virtual teams perceive employee
satisfaction in contrast to traditional teams in order to identify which aspects are especially
significant for employee satisfaction in virtual teams. Further we aim to explain how to create
employee satisfaction with these aspects in mind.

1.4. Delimitations
Employee perspective
The employee perspective is applied in this thesis since the employee perspective on working
in a different kind of organization than the traditional organization is important as the
employee’s satisfaction in their job has an impact on their ability to deliver on the job.
Knowing how the employee perceives things can aid companies in altering aspects of the
organization to better suit the employee.
Experience from both traditional and virtual teams
The respondents selected have experience from both traditional and virtual organizations to
allow the ability for them to make comparisons. Respondents either currently work in a
virtual team or within 5 years as to allow the respondents to have a relatively fresh
comparison between traditional and virtual organizations or alternatively, currently work both
virtual and traditional so that they also can compare their experiences.
Sweden
The geographical focus in this thesis is Sweden and as a result, other countries will be
excluded. This is partly due to time and monetary restraints but also the fact that Sweden is at
the forefront of technological development and better able to provide the necessary
technology for virtual teams to exist which makes it an interesting focus.
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1.5. Key concepts
Virtual teams

There are many definitions for virtual teams and the
one that this thesis choose to follow is the definition
from Dulebohn, Hoch, (2017) who defines Virtual
teams as “work arrangements where team members
are geographically dispersed, have limited face-toface contact, and work interdependently through the
use of electronic communication media to achieve
common goals” (pp. 569). Their definition captures
several important aspects such as: 1 - The team
members are dispersed and not found in the same
location. 2 - That face-to-face contact can happen
but is not part of the common way of doing things in
the virtual team. 3 - It highlights that
communication is done through electronic
communication channels.

Employee satisfaction

Barakat, Isabella, Boaventura, Mazzon, (2016)
defines employee satisfaction as “a pleasurable or
positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal
of one’s job or job experiences” (pp. 2327). We will
change this definition slightly as well and use the
definition “an individual's emotional state resulting
from their job experiences” as it better reflects what
the thesis aims to cover and includes emotional
states that are not completely positive.

7

2. Literature review
In order to create a foundation for empirical study and the analysis, this chapter provides
theories and literature relevant for the problem in this thesis. First it touches upon virtual
teams and the roles that technology and trust have within the virtual team. It’s followed by
improved insight being provided by behavioural theories that explore motivation and social
capital and how they matter. Lastly work-life balance is brought to attention and how the
ideal workers model and the spill-over theory affect working in a virtual team. Figure 1 gives
an overview of this chapter.

Figure 1 - Theoretical frame of reference

2.1. Teams
It’s of importance that the employers build themselves an understanding of their employees,
what motivates them, how do they grow over time and how different younger and older
employees differ. On average, older employees have been found to be motivated by
flexibility in the workplace, being autonomous and being able to develop strong interpersonal
relationships built on trust built over time. Ensuring that the employees are satisfied and
motivated leads to not only improved productivity but also that those skilled employees are
more likely to remain at your company and a smoother and more efficient implementation of
corporate strategy (Rožman, Treven, Čančer, 2017; Lippert, Dulewicz, 2018). Over time,
group development is an iterative process as group members’ deal with issues relevant to the
maturity of their group, eventually resolving the issues as they become a fully mature group.
In virtual teams, however, increased conformity due to the use of computer-mediatedcommunication could delay the process; slowing down the development of the group and
impact the efficiency of the virtual team for the longer period it takes to reach full maturity
(Haines, 2014; Rožman et al., 2017). With increased maturity in the group follows the ability
to efficiently coordinate and collaborate which can lead to better use of resources through the
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sharing of experiences, through the sharing of insights, knowledge and ideas. It can also lead
to high-performing members of the team to be more likely to perceive themselves and their
services as more valuable and as an extension to that, find themselves more satisfied at their
work (Patel, Pettitt, Wilson, 2012; Haines, 2014).
Within teams research has found that face-to-face communication is the preferred way to
communicate and that other means of communication are at risk of feeling less appropriate,
especially when the team has yet to reach maturity and are still dealing with issues relating to
its formation, something that is more noticeable in virtual teams and that the lack of face-toface communication may delay the groups maturity process (Haines, 2014; Horwitz,
Bravington, Silvis, 2006). A sign that a group is developing and becoming more mature is
how accepting it is of each individual member’s personal characteristics and tries to allow the
space for those characteristics to manifest. Newly formed groups often won’t allow that space
from the start and instead it over time might appear as people get to know each other and trust
in each other. Furthermore, has research mentioned that newly formed groups require a more
direct leadership than more mature groups who instead have a tendency to be more
autonomous. These more autonomous groups usually form their own identity and set of
values that act as guidance to individuals within the team. Somewhat more common for
traditional teams to utilize a direct leadership style (Ford, Piccolo, Ford, 2017; Horwitz et al.,
2006).

2.2. Effective teams
One of the most critical factors for any team's success is the ability to coordinate themselves
and collaborate in order to reach their common goals (Patel et al., 2011). In fact, Patel et al.
(2011) says that collaboration is the most important business driver for any company, ahead
of strategic orientation and market turbulence. The advantages to be gained from wellfunctioning teams are many and can include increased profits, cost reductions through the
sharing of best practice and better decision making. In order to achieve such advantages,
there are a few factors that influences a team’s ability to collaborate in a positive way. Some
of them are:
•

Tools
Technological tools can in regular teams provide a platform to make communication and
collaboration easier between team members. In virtual teams, such tools are the very
reason members of virtual teams can perform their job and allow collaboration over time
zones, cultures and locations. Good communication tools can also help reduce the social
distances in internationally dispersed teams.

•

Culture
Both organizational culture as well as national/regional cultures can influence an
organization positively by improving a willingness to change, create a more open-minded
communication, change the types of social interactions and improve organizational trust
and effectiveness.
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•

Team building
Team building plays an important part in building trust and boosting morale, relationships
and commitment within a team. Team building activities could include interventions to
improve communications for example, but it could also be activities outside work.

•

Organizational structure
The organizational structure is the very foundation of the organization which provides
structure and boundaries to the team. The organizational structure can influence important
factors such as autonomy, roles, policies, culture and norms.

•

Work environment
The work environment is the physical space in which the team works. It can for example
be an office or a home office but could also include factors such as distribution over time
and distance. Good working conditions can improve collaboration and productivity as the
team can work more closely together.

There are however also some general factors that could act as barriers for collaboration and
affect the team’s performance negatively. Some of these factors are:
•

Non supportive organization
A non-supportive organization with poor collaboration, weak management and low trust
between colleagues are important factors that could influence team performance
negatively.

•

Poor technological implementation
An organization where the technological environment is availability push-led rather than
user needs pull-led is a major factor that could decrease team performance. Ford et al.
(2017) means that not only good tools are enough but the right tools for the task is
required for an effective team. In virtual teams this is especially true as technology related
issues that would slow a regular team down, might completely stop a virtual team as
they’re unable to perform their work without such tools (Ford et al., 2017).

•

Weak management
A weak team identity, ignorance towards conflicts and a lack of support through training
and personal development are all factors of weak management that could influence team
performance negatively.

While all these factors have large influences over successful teams it’s important to
remember however that the individual employees' performance is absolutely crucial for any
team's success as well. After all, a team is made up of two or more individuals and as such,
their individual performances will directly impact the success of the team.
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Starting a new virtual team could be a big process for both individuals and organizations and
there are a few success factors that are extra important in the formation and beginning of a
new virtual team (Horwitz, Bravington, Silvis, 2006). In team members opinions among the
five most important factors of success are:
•

Clear objectives, responsibilities and roles
When new teams are formed it’s extra important to be clear with roles and responsibilities
so that all team members can settle down in their new environment as quickly and
smoothly as possible.

•

Meeting face to face
Meeting each other face to face is an important factor for team building and boosting trust
and morale within the team.

•

Commitment
In order to become successful quickly it’s important that every member of the team is
committed to the new team and its tasks.

•

Good communications via effective channels
It’s also important to have good channels of communication in order to improve
collaboration and boost success for the team. Many members in new virtual teams ranks
poor communication as the main issue to occur and mostly the problems are technology
related (Horwitz et al., 2006).

2.3. Virtual teams
A virtual team is as already established, a group where members are geographically
dispersed, have limited face-to-face contact and work independently through digital
communication channels to reach common goals (Dulebohn, Hoch, 2017). All companies use
virtual teams to very different extents which means virtual teams can exist in many shapes
and forms. Some companies are fully virtual with no office spaces at all. Some companies
have regular teams for certain tasks and virtual teams for others. Some companies use virtual
teams to collaborate with international colleagues all over the world. A common core for all
kinds of virtual teams however is that it’s a different experience to work virtually than faceto-face, which also means there are certain challenges and characteristics that are important in
virtual teams.
The two key pillars for a virtual team to even work is that there is a well-functioning
technological infrastructure in place for the employees to communicate and work together in
an efficient manner (De Bruyn, 2017; Marlow, Lacerenza, Salas, 2017). A malfunctioning
infrastructure can not only make working in virtual teams a very frustrating experience, but it
can also significantly limit the potential of the teams work if they can’t use all resources
available to them. The technological tools available should always mirror the teams’ needs
and can vary significantly from project to project.
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Communication platforms are especially important as they are the core in making working in
virtual teams even possible. A common issue for virtual teams however is that they can get
isolated from the rest of the organisation and operate in silos which can cause issues in regard
to values, relationships and a sense of belonging to the company itself. It is therefore very
important that there are not only good tools available for communications within the team,
but there also needs to be tools for communication with other teams and parts of the
organisation (De Bruyn, 2017; Marlow et al. 2017). Virtual teams also need a platform to
solve conflicts in a good manner. It is always more difficult to interpret a message in text than
face-to-face so not only is there an increased risk of conflict in virtual teams, but they also go
through the same team phases as regular teams which means conflicts will come up in
different situations (Zoufa, Ochieng 2017). Therefore, virtual teams need a platform that will
allow them to sort out any potential conflict that arise. According to previous research,
feedback is one of the most important issues in having a good group dynamic and well
performing team. As trust is the other key pillar in making a virtual team work efficiently, it
puts great demands on the leader to create an environment that allows frequent feedback that
can establish a sense of trust between group members.
Research about trust has a long history and has seen an increase in research as technology has
taken an increasingly prominent position in the society and allowed for interactions between
people that previously were not possible (Scott, Acton, Hughes, 2005; Watson, Mundy,
2001). In regard to virtual teams, trust has been a popular research topic as it has proven to be
a key factor to a successful virtual organisation. Trust can be defined as “the firm belief in the
reliability or truth or strength of an entity” or “a confident dependence on the character,
ability strength or truth of someone.” Both these definitions emphasize the subjective nature
of trust and that it means there is a willingness to be vulnerable towards others based on
positive expectations of the other individuals' intentions (Zuo, Panda, 2013; Verburg,
Nienaber, Searle, Weibel, Den Hartog, Rupp, 2018). Trust is critical in determining people’s
behaviour and research has found that trust together with privacy is strong indicators in
predicting people’s willingness to disclose information to others. Furthermore, research on
trust indicates that with increased trust among individuals there is shown greater cooperation,
commitment, information sharing and that individuals will engage in less counterproductive
work behaviours. This has the consequence that individuals in leadership positions won’t
have to focus their time and effort on controlling their employees and instead support
delegation of tasks and a refinement of the policy hierarchy within the organization at the
employees benefit (Semnani, Chien, Forster, Schuckers, Gan, 2019; Zuo, Panda, 2013).
Building trust is a continuous process that starts sometimes before people even meet but
mostly when individuals meet for the first time. Initially in groups in the absence of
established trust there is a reliance on member attributes to allocate roles. As individuals
observe and continue to interact with each other trust is developed and if behaviour is
consistent with expectations the trust can rapidly grow, otherwise conflicts might occur and
erase trust (Haines, 2014; Greenberg, Ashton-James, Ashkanasy, 2007). A core part of
successful teams are their ability to trust, therefore building and maintaining that trust is
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paramount for all teams, even more so for teams where members meet each other more rarely
or don’t meet face-to-face and where it’s harder to detect if individuals are engaging in
counterproductive behaviour (Dangmei, 2016). Haines (2014) suggests that trust-building is
part of the group development process and that the trust-building process therefore follow the
same steps that Wheelan (1994) proposes team development as a whole follows and that it’s
the five-stage development process. Trust appears throughout the process such as in the first
stage, dependency and inclusion where individuals feel anxiety as they have no established
trust among each other to depend on. The trust gets tested in stage two where members test
boundaries and establish their own conditions towards others. Where trust is a key component
is in the third stage which is referred to as “trust and structure” where individuals are more
open towards others. These three stages make up the preparation portion of the development
process and it’s in stage four, the “productivity” stage where the group exhibit effective
working behaviour and are comfortable trusting each other. The final stage is “adjourning”
and it’s here that the group asses their performance.

2.4. Job satisfaction
Job satisfaction is a direct measure of utility the employed worker derives from their job and
the perception that employee has on its role allowing the employee to fulfil important values
at work that are compatible with the needs of the employee (Rhodes, Toogood, 2016;
Sutherland, 2013). Job satisfaction can be directly linked with employees’ intention to stay or
to leave and that people that are more satisfied with their job are more likely to stay. This
makes the issue of job satisfaction important for companies to properly deal with as it also
has a positive correlation with productivity, involvement in the organization, the motivation
to perform the job the person currently possesses, the level of relatedness with co-workers in
addition to customers and also the health of the individual. Stress can dampen the willingness
to take the initiative and the loss of responsibility. These aspects all make up the atmosphere
of the organization and it is that atmosphere that contributes to overall enjoyment at the
work-place and as an extension the job satisfaction of the individual. Therefore, the aggregate
job satisfaction in an organization can be considered as a social variable and that it is
beneficial to everyone that the organization works towards improved job satisfaction
(Sutherland, 2013; Fairbrother, Warn, 2003).
There are many areas that can influence job satisfaction for employees and these factors are
generally what most people highlights as the most important (Rozman, Treven, Cancer,
2017).
•

Autonomy
The possibility to influence and control your own work day without being closely
supervised or controlled by senior team leaders or managers.

•

Good relationships with colleagues
To have good and satisfying relationships with colleagues contributes a lot not only to
job satisfaction, but also to collaboration and productivity (Horwitz et al., 2006).
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•

Possibility to work from home & flexibility at the workplace
Flexibility and the possibility to manage a good work-life balance is something that
most people value highly as a contributing factor for job satisfaction. This becomes
even more relevant in virtual teams and the nature of the work environments in such
teams.

•

Respect and trust for each other
Aside from good relationships, trust and respect is something that is considered an
important factor for employees’ job satisfaction.

•

Physical working conditions
Physical working conditions includes everything from office spaces, lights and chairs
to technological tools and applications.

•

Recognition and fair treatment from management
Many people highlights treatment and recognition from management highly as a
contributing factor of job satisfaction.

2.5. Culture
Culture can be a hard concept to define and has many different definitions where Hofstede
(2011) defines culture as the collective programming of the mind that distinguishes members
of one group or category of people from others. This has been exemplified by Hofstede
(2015) as that any group of people that spends time together, regardless of their size is
capable of forming their own culture and that this culture means that the people share values,
practices and behavioural traits, both subtle and pronounced and this can be summarized as
culture being the software of the mind. Language is singled out as one of the ways that
culture best expresses itself and that language is something that almost all people is capable
of expressing. Language can be revealing about a person and their culture as the culture
affects people on a deeper level and by doing that allow for unspoken communication and
from the other person if part of the same culture allows for implicit understanding. Culture is
a pervasive force that influences many underlying facets of social behaviour and how
interactions between people are done. Culture help guiding people in the social game, how to
act and react in the society that people live in and it does so without the individual person
being fully aware of it. It decides how long people are supposed to look people in the eye,
how greetings are done and how people talk and listen to each other. This can become very
clear for outsiders looking and be a helpful tool for them to quickly integrate themselves as
it’s clear that people tend to act in a certain way and expect others to act in a similar manner
(Hofstede, 2015; Kaasa, 2015).
Culture influences objects that are used in everyday life and what modes of communication a
particular society uses. Culture can be seen influencing all aspects of human behaviour, far
beyond just simply communication. It is so interwoven that its complexity can be difficult to
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fully comprehend, especially given its dynamic nature and how it’s constantly changing with
social, economic and technological factors all moulding it. The presence of mass
communications such as the internet or video chat allows for a greater interchange between
different cultures and this means that it’s easier for people to move to a different culture and
not entirely assimilate themselves in the new culture and instead develop a mix between their
previous and new cultures (Craig, Douglas, 2006; Hofstede, 2015). Culture with its complex
nature is difficult to measure and compare with Hofstede’s cultural dimensions theory being
one of the more accepted and well-known frameworks for cross-cultural communication. The
framework allows for a measurement how one culture stands relative to another. It’s
comprised of 6 dimensions: 1. Power distance, to which extent members in an organization
accept and expect unequal distribution of power, 2. Individualism/Collectivism, it look into
which degree people in the society are integrated into groups or more focused on the
individual, 3. Uncertainty avoidance, it looks into a society’s tolerance for ambiguity and
how much the society relies on rules and guidelines, 4. Masculinity/femininity, it focus on if
the society prefers achievements, assertiveness or if it’s more interested in cooperation and
modesty, 5. Long-term orientation/Short-term orientation, it looks into how strongly
traditions are kept or if the society is more aligned with being adaptable, 6.
Indulgence/restraint, essentially looks into happiness and if a society believe themselves in
control of their own life or if other factors strongly influence their happiness. The dimensions
also work within organizations and can help build understanding between the organizational
and occupational levels differentiate but also among people from different cultures that work
inside the organization and also how the organization as a whole tend to act and what values
the organization likely adopts (Hofstede, 2011; Thanetsunthorn, Wuthisatian, 2018).
Cross-cultural communication is an important point for global teams and organizations to get
right, even more so virtual teams. Different cultures will have different ideas about what can
be considered a good performance, there will be different viewpoints on how communication
should be done effectively, and furthermore how accountability is handled can vary
depending on culture. Culture and communication can’t be divorced and virtual teams
without the traditional face-to-face experience, in particular benefit from spending time on
finding common ground on topics such as how time is perceived, if it’s monochronic or
polychronic (Ringov, D., Zollo, M. 2007; Lippert, Dulewicz, 2018). Other challenges that the
virtual team need to tackle to ensure a successful team project are things like how the project
schedule will look since culture affects what how their vacations are planned and what hours
people work since on top of the time zone difference, some cultures start working early in the
day while others start later. Global virtual teams will also face different languages being used
and how to work around language barriers and being unable to meet face-to-face (Lippert,
Dulewicz, 2018; Gatlin‐Watts, Carson, Horton, Maxwell, Maltby, 2007).
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2.6. Behavioural theory
The self-determination theory (SDT) believes that human beings are either proactive and
engaged or passive and alienated this as a result from the social conditions in which the
individual's function and develop. SDT assumes that it’s inherent in human nature to be
curious and interested in learning and to want to grow (Deci, Ryan, 2000; Niemiec, Ryan
2009). SDT primarily has focused on what social-context conditions that encourages versus
inhibit the process of self-motivation and healthy psychological growth and what encourage
and what undermines intrinsic motivation, self-regulation and well-being. The results lead to
the discovery of three innate needs that are; competence, autonomy and relatedness. When
satisfied these needs lead to enhanced self-motivation and mental health and if they are
obstructed the individual will gradually experience diminished motivation and well-being
(Deci, Ryan, 2000; Zhang, Cole, Ricci, Gao, 2019). SDT suggests that it’s the norm and not
exceptional that people show curiosity, show agency, be self-motivated and express
commitment. Specifically, it’s the social context that has the ability to catalyze both within
and between people differences regarding motivation and personal growth (Ryan, Deci,
2004).

Figure 2. (Haines, 2014).
SDT defines self-regulation as being aware about social values and external contingencies
and the process of internalizing them into personal values. Motivation is defined as
concerning energy, the direction of the energy and the persistence of that energy. These are
all aspects that are able to explain the intention of a person’s action and what caused the
energy to appear meaning it’s valuable for individuals and teams as it leads to people being
productive (Deci, Ryan, 2000; Andrews, 2016). SDT consider there to be two different kinds
of motivation: Intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic motivation is the selfdesire to seek out new things and to challenge one's capacity and through this gain
knowledge. Intrinsic motivation is motivation that comes from within the individual and is
essential for cognitive and social development. The theory argues that social-contextual
events such as feedback, or communications rewards that are done with the intention to lead
to that individual feeling competent will enhance that person’s intrinsic motivation for doing
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the action in which they were positively rewarded. However just feeling competent will not
sufficiently improve the intrinsic motivation unless it’s also combined with a sense of
autonomy and by striving towards gaining an internal locus of control (Deci, Ryan 2000;
Williams, McGregor, Sharp, Levesque, Kouides , Ryan, Deci, 2006). Therefore it’s important
that people in leadership positions make the effort to satisfy both the need to feel autonomous
but also the need to feel competent as thwarting these needs can have the reverse effect where
individuals not only lose the initiative to take action but also work less effectively in general
(Niemiec, Ryan, 2009; Tsai, Kunter, Lüdtke, Trautwein, Ryan, 2008).
Extrinsic motivation is an important type of motivation and it refers to the performance of
activities being done in order to achieve some separate outcome that is not intrinsically
desired and is inherently non-autonomous though SDT proposes that extrinsic motivation can
achieve varying levels of autonomy if the individual personally endorses the task they have to
do and through that showcase autonomy and competence by actively having made the
decision to internalize and integrate the extrinsic motivation (Deci, Ryan, 2000; Deci, Ryan,
2004). A sub-theory of the SDT, the organismic integration theory (OIT) explains this
process of internalization as a gradual process. The process starts with the individual being
amotivatied towards the task and feeling not in control and with each increased level the
person feels more in control, act with increasing autonomy and better internalize the extrinsic
motivation, this process continues until the person has effectively integrated the extrinsic
motivation and brought it together with personal values. For the internalization process to be
successful the individual needs to feel strong relatedness and belonging with the group,
meaning individuals that feel vulnerable or not welcome in the group will not progress
through the levels and feel unmotivated (Deci, Ryan, 2000; Deci, Ryan, 2004; Zhang, Cole,
Ricci, Gao, 2019).
Social capital is a broad concept that gets assigned more meanings and definitions as time
pass. James Coleman (1988) is seen as one of the key figures for popularizing the theory and
he states that Social Capital is defined by its function, it's not a single entity but instead a
greater variety of entities that have key elements in common with each other. These elements
are that they all consist of some aspect of social structure and that they facilitate certain
actions of individuals that can be seen as actors within the structure. Social capital shares
aspects with other forms of capital, social capital also is productive which makes it possible
to achieve goals that would not be possible to achieve in the absence of social capital. Social
capital, just like physical capital and human capital are not freely transposable and instead are
tied to specific activities. One form of social capital can be valuable to some and facilitate
actions that may range from positive, to useless or even harmful for others. Social capital,
unlike some other forms of capital follows the structure of the relationships between or
among individuals and is best seen as a resource for those individuals. Putnam (1995), Kilubi,
Rogers (2018) assigns social capital the framework that refers to the features of social
organizations such as networks, norms and social trust that all allow for coordination and
cooperation which is echoed by Zhao, Tang, Liu (2016), Pratono (2018) that focus on social
capital factors such as the social ties and the social network that are the result of social
structures and that from that structure trust, perceived similarity and identification result in
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the sharing of goals and the formation of cognitive social capital that is a strong influential
factor in information sharing, especially among virtual organizations. Other dimensions of
social capital that they propose are the structural social capital which is the ties between
individuals which they discovered strongly influence user's loyalty towards their organization
or community, and relational social capital which is trust based social capital.
Schenkel, Garrison (2009) also describe social capital as it being multidimensional,
consisting between structural, relation and cognitive components. Further that these
individual dimensions provide unique access to resources unique to their dimension and that
dimensions differed in importance depending on the context such as relational capital can be
of a higher importance in a technological setting. Wu, Kwan, Lee (2016), Pratono (2018)
agree with the viewpoint of social capital being multidimensional but instead divide it into
social capital conduits and social capital resources. Good social capital conduits describe the
internal density of the connection and the external connective ability of all the members in
the group and that they improve social capital resources which political resources, mutual
trust and emotional support. These resources are either of internal or external nature and can
be extended to the bonding and bridging view of social capital that Adler, Kwon (2002),
Kilubi, Rogers (2018) propose that social capital can function as. They mean that bonding
social capital comes from within the group whereas bridging social capital is a resource that
is the result from the connections between members in the group and other external
resources.

2.7. Work-life balance
In recent years there has been a change of values and norms in the workplace as younger
generations’ value a better work-life balance and the freedom to influence your own job to a
greater extent than what has been done before to any larger extent (Tavares 2017; World
Economic Forum 2016). However, workplace norms and expectations are still made around
decades old norms when we had a male dominated work environment and women stayed at
home with the family (Wilk, 2016; Ollilainen, 2019). In the ideal worker model, which is in
many cases actual even today, the worker is present in the workplace and is expected to log
the hours requires during normal office hours. The typical work life is in many ways based on
the assumption that the (male) workers sole responsibilities in their life is their job as there
were always someone else at home taking care of the house and family needs.
To be present in the office is a sign of trustworthiness and commitment to the workplace and
it’s often perceived as employees gets bonus points from managers if they are often seen at
their workplace (Elsbach, Cable, Sherman, 2010). It’s important to mention however that
there are large cultural differences that affects this issue. Some cultures have in many ways
moved on from the old outdated ideal worker model, while other cultures have a more
conservative perspective. It’s clear however that in a modern country today, the ideal worker
model is not a good thing to stand by if you want to attract younger generations and create
employee satisfaction (Fujimoto, 2006; Wilk, 2016; Ollilainen, 2019)
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Another issue with virtual teams in companies is that some employees have jobs that gives
them the flexibility to telecommute or work in virtual teams while some employees are
required to be present at the office or work location due to characteristics of the job itself
(Wilk, 2016). It can create an unfair work environment which can in turn cause conflicts or
employee dissatisfaction for the affected employees. As such there it is a great organisational
challenge to decide how and where to implement virtual teams in a traditional organisation
(Kossek, 2016).
There is also the ever-increasing issue with employees being constantly connected to the job
through mobile phones and computers. Many people check their e-mail or answer calls from
colleagues even after office hours and this issue become especially apparent and complicated
in the context of virtual teams (Wilk, 2016; Kossek, 2016). One of the main advantages of the
virtual team is the flexibility it gives to work where and whenever you want to, but it also
creates a problem if you are always expected to be available. At a regular work place you can
always leave your phone and e-mail at the office when you go home in the evening but that is
much more complicated in virtual teams. The issue of not being able to turn off the job is
called spill-over theory and it requires that the team comes up with clear rules and guidelines
over what is to be expected of you regarding availability (Wilk, 2016; Kossek, 2016). Not
only is it important for employee satisfaction but feeling that you constantly need to be
available is a major factor for stress which is a direct health risk if you’re exposed to stressful
conditions for too long.
With work and non-work roles increasingly being blurred, with the aid of mobile
communication devices (laptops, smart phones, tablets) and the presence of social media it is
important to develop a perspective on work-life balance that makes sense for oneself as an
individual. There is an integration perspective that argues that the process of blending work
and home can lead to positive outcomes as it facilitates flexibility in combining work and
non-work related in way that best fit the individual. Warnings about that perspective are that
this approach is often encouraged by organizations that historically are seen as greedy
workplaces that don’t shy away from requesting more time from the individual. Individuals
that are at particular risk are those that identify with their career and can be more easily
swayed to put in that extra time, meaning that work is never quite done (Xinyu, Santuzzi,
Barberb, 2019; Kossek, 2016; Allen, Cho, Meier, 2014)
As contrast to the integration perspective there is the separation perspective. It emphasizes
that many individuals instead need role clarity in order for them to be able to focus on the
role at hand, meaning they spend less of the limited psychological resources such as time and
energy by not taking into account matters unrelated to their current situation, only focus on
work at work and when work is done is it acceptable to focus on matters related to the home.
Separation between work and non-work is the traditional approach used by traditional teams
where a standardized work schedule exists. However, separation won’t work for everyone
and indeed it can instead make individuals captive to how the employer dictates the workschedule. Also, it can reinforce gender roles and limit families as it leads to individuals,
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primarily women that are focused on domestic tasks will struggle to engage in breadwinning
for the family (Xinyu et al., 2019; Kossek, 2016; Allen, et al., 2014)

2.8. Analyze model

Figure 3- Model of Analysis
This analysis model was created from the previous research found in literature review. The
analysis model will help in performing the analysis. In the analysis model, job satisfaction
and virtual teams are having an impact on each other with employee satisfaction being the
output from the two combined.
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3. Methodology
The methodology which was used in this thesis is presented in this chapter. Based upon the
research question and purpose of the thesis, the most appropriate method choices were
decided. The research process is here presented including research approach, research
strategy, data collection, data analysis, improvement of quality of research and ethical
considerations

3.1. Qualitative study
In order to properly answer the research question of this thesis the authors have chosen to use
a qualitative approach. The authors decided that a qualitative strategy was the best way to go
as the purpose of the thesis was also to describe and explain important factors of how to
create employee satisfaction in virtual teams (Bryman, 2016). The research question having
been focused on creating new theories and adapting existing theories rather than testing
existing theories and therefore, the authors have used an abductive approach in order to adapt
existing research and create new models and theories that are better suitable for the context of
virtual teams. A qualitative study was beneficial in this case as it ended up giving the
respondents the possibility to freely tell the authors about their experiences, preferences and
issues with working in virtual teams (Bryman, Bell, 2017). Opposite to a questionnaire it
brought no strict limitations and therefore enabled the authors to get every respondents
opinion in their own words. As such the authors gained a better understanding of how
employee satisfaction works in virtual teams. It was considered however, that a qualitative
study is resource and time consuming and it as a result therefore limited the number of
interviews that the authors had time to do regarding the given time frame. Because of the
limitations in the number of interviews it meant that the study ended up being less
generalizable and more uncertain than if there would have been a larger number of
respondents. The authors however felt satisfaction that with an abductive approach that relied
on interviews and previous studies on the topic of job satisfaction, the authors achieved the
good information that allowed for the authors to draw the conclusions necessary for this
thesis.

3.2. Qualitative interviews
There are many ways of doing qualitative research and the authors have chosen to do
qualitative interviews as the authors see it as the best option to get the kind of information
that the authors need to fulfil our purpose and research question. An interview study where
empirical data is founded in the verbal communication between the respondents and the
people doing the research, in this case the authors (Bryman, Bell, 2017; Marschan-Piekkari,
Welch 2004). The authors follow the guidance of Trost (2010) which states that is important
that the respondents are allowed to speak to point and to not be interrupted. The authors
decided upon using a semi-structured interview technique in which open questions were
asked and where needed follow up with more detailed questions. It allowed the respondent to
give the authors their personal opinions and a focus on what they consider important as well
as it allowed the authors to point the questions slightly in a direction where the authors gained
the necessary information. The semi-structured approach however put a higher demand on
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the interviewers as the authors had to go through and sort out any unnecessary information in
order to get a better understanding of the actual information given to them. The questions
asked were grouped together depending on the theories they were connected to and this
facilitated the construction of the operationalization chart.

3.3. Selection of respondents
This being a qualitative research, the sampling method used was purposive sampling, a
common method that involves choosing relevant targets as in the case of this thesis,
companies and individuals that have a direct reference to the research question (Bryman,
2016; Trost, 2010). Our main criteria for which companies to choose were the following:
•
•

Companies that are based in Sweden
The company is partially working as a virtual organization
The reason for focusing on companies based in Sweden was a decision made out of
convenience as the data collection process is time consuming on its own and that it would
require more time than what was available to sample companies that are based elsewhere.
Initially companies where the virtual team only worked domestically were to be studied but
the idea was discarded as it would be difficult to find enough organizations that only acted
domestically and could give a large enough sample to work with so instead virtual teams that
also work internationally are included. The authors also chose to use companies that are
partly working as a virtual organization as there are few companies that have adopted a fully
virtual organization and the authors wanted to have similar organizations in this study in
order to get a more comparable and generalizable result.
The purpose of this thesis was to describe the important factors affecting employee
satisfaction in virtual teams and further aim to explain how to create employee satisfaction
with these factors in mind. The intention was to carry out interviews with more than one
member of each organization to achieve more than a single point of view. These individuals
had to either currently work fully in a virtual team and having worked in a traditional
organization as recently as 5 years as to allow the respondents to have a relatively fresh
comparison between traditional and virtual organizations or alternatively, had to currently
work both virtually and traditionally so that they could compare their experiences from the
two. Finally, the authors desired to interview employees who are currently not in a leadership
or managerial position as the authors wanted to get the perspective of a typical employee
rather than a leadership perspective. Regardless, the focus continued to be to extract detailed
interviews from the small sample pool rather than broad and shallow interviews from more
participants. Some information that the respondent shared with the authors can be seen as
criticism towards their employer so to make sure that the respondent felt safe in speaking
their mind, they were given anonymity as a measure to safeguard them and their opinions. In
order to make the thesis easier to read the respondents were given non-identifiable aliases in
place of their true names as to allow for a better flow in the text. The respondents were
initially found among people that the authors knew and were asked after having been
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interviewed if they could recommend anyone that they felt could contribute to the research.
Most of the data comes from people that the authors knew from beforehand with a sizeable
minority being from respondents that were recommended.
Table 1 - The Respondents
Name/Alias
Sven
Kalle
Karin
Lasse
John
Niklas
Bosse
Amanda
Victoria
Madeleine
Lisa
Markus

Organisation
Governmental organisation
Governmental organisation
Governmental organisation
Governmental organisation
Industrial organisation 1
Industrial organisation 1
Industrial organisation 2
Industrial organisation 2
Retail organisation
Retail organisation
Service organisation 1
Service organisation 2

Type of interview
Telephone interview
Telephone interview
Telephone interview
Telephone interview
Personal communication
Telephone interview
Personal communication
Telephone interview
Telephone interview
Telephone interview
Personal communication
Telephone interview

3.4. Data Collection
This thesis is based on what is known as primary data, which is the type of empirical data
collected by the authors and is the result of a lack of existing empirical data to answer the
research question within the thesis (Alvehus, 2013). The interviews conducted were based on
an interview guide and an operationalization chart. The operationalization chart was created
as a basis so that the interview guide contained the correct questions. The interview guide
was created following on previously decided upon themes that had their foundation in the
theory collected and the references used. The reason an interview guide were used is because
it allows for more structure in during the interviews as the authors had the ability to control
the information received and also have that information compared to the template as a means
to ensure that the information gathered is the desired information and that the correct
questions were asked (Häger, 2007). The respondents were not able to hear the interview
questions beforehand as to not allow them to prepare any answers they could think the
authors wanted to hear.
When possible, the interviews were conducted face-to-face with the respondents. As Bryman
(2011) highlights, this enabled the advantage of the authors being able to observe facial
expressions, body language and as pointed out by Jacobsen (2002) the respondents felt they
could more easily trust the authors. However, geographical limitations prevented all
interviews to be conducted in a face-to-face manner and as such some interviews were done
by telephone. Telephone interviews meant the loss of the additional information gained
during face-to-face interviews, but it allowed to possibility to access respondents otherwise
difficult to involve in the thesis as telephone interviews are time-efficient and cut down on
travel costs. The interviews that were conducted face-to-face were recorded though only in
audio form which meant the loss of the ability to review facial expressions and body
language. However, only recording the audio could’ve attributed to the respondents not
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feeling uneasy of being recorded as Denscombe (2016) put forward as a concern that
respondents could feel. The respondents afterwards were able to listen to the recording or
wait for the transcribed version and have a say if they were comfortable with having shared
that information. All respondents were comfortable and had no concerns about the
information given.

3.5. Data Analysis
There are many avenues to choose between for the choice of method to analyse the collected
data. The data analysis in this thesis was based on the analytical model (see Chapter 2) and
also the Gioia methodology (Gioia, Corley, Hamilton, 2012). The Gioia methodology was
chosen for its flexibility but also that it also is a qualitative method that is positioned as open
for innovation. In addition, the methodology allows for adding concepts during the process
and that with the methodology new concepts can be developed to explain existing gaps within
the established framework (Gioia et al., 2012). The interviews were reviewed by themselves
by both authors and the information collected was categorized. The categorization was done
by separating the large amounts of information gathered into more manageable portions that
changed as further understanding of the empirical data was gained.
Comparisons between the respondents answers was made initially between respondents from
the same company and this then enable the next step of cross-company comparison and
analysis to be taken which provided additional findings, such as patterns were discovered and
also both similarities and differences were found which allowed for a basis for conclusions to
be drawn as recommended by Bryman, Bell (2017) as it aid the process of understanding the
collected data. Those conclusions were however only made after the empirical data had been
analysed and compared with the theoretical framework and to see if how it stood up to
previous research. The process decided upon follows the Gioia methodology where the
analysis is divided into two steps. The 1st step involves the use of codes and terms are used in
the analysis to have information, patterns and codes emerge and the authors heeded the words
mentioned by Gioia, Corley and Hamilton (2012) that the 1st step should avoid going far into
categorization. The 2nd step involves analysing using researcher-centric concepts, themes and
dimensions to make the data more manageable and strengthen the analysis. Together both the
steps allow for the kind of insight and needed in qualitative research (Gioia et al., 2012). The
analysis was then summarized to allow for better comprehension and a simpler overview. The
analysis conducted and the created model shows clear links between the developed concepts
and the data-theory connection (Gioia et al., 2012; Bryman, Bell, 2017).

3.6. Validity and reliability
To conduct qualitative research means having to understand that it’s not possible to avoid that
a certain amount of subjectivity as there’s a pronounced possibility that the unsystematic
perceptions, pre-conceptions and the personal values of the researchers will affect the
outcome of the conducted research (Bryman, 2011; Bryman 2016). Qualitative research start
with a relatively open-ended approach which gradually leads to narrowing-down at certain
areas that the authors decide which the consumer of the writing might be given insufficient
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clues that are able to explain as to why one area was picked over another and this negatively
impacts attempts to repeat the research and as such the research reliability (Bryman, 2016).
To support internal validity, the authors of this thesis made sure that they identified and
observed the agreed upon matters of interest and through this there existed a compliance
between the observations done by the researchers and the theoretical ideas already developed
(Bryman, 2016; Kvale, Brinkmann 2014). In addition, it is crucial that the authors make sure
that they are getting the correct information and the tools used are correct and that the general
research is set up correctly so that the desired information is collected (Jacobsen, 2002;
Bryman, 2016). As a step to further ensure internal validity the authors informed the
respondents about the purpose of this thesis. As a final step the result were discussed with the
respondents to ensure understanding.
The approach decided upon was in line with Bryman (2016) words on generalization being
done in qualitative research. As part of this thesis the conclusions drawn from the data and
were generalized to the theory and that the conclusions drawn from theory that are valuable
in the evaluation of the generalizability. This leads into the external validity of the research
regarding that the result of this thesis having some generalizability to other significantly
different situations due to the variety in the chosen respondents and also the analytical and
conceptual characteristics of the thesis. The understanding generated can be used in similar
research (Bryman 2016; Payne, Williams, 2005; Yin, 1994).
As for internal reliability it’s already been mentioned that subjectivity is unavoidable, and
the measures taken to mitigate its effects. It’s also been mentioned that one step taken to
achieve improved internal reliability is to agree upon on how to interpretations of the
incoming data is made meaning that an inter-observer consistency is achieved. Internal
reliability handles the trustworthiness of the research and the results of that research
(Jacobsen, 2002; Bryman, 2016).
One issue with the qualitative research approach is that it is an unstructured approach and
heavily dependent on the imagination of the people doing the research. This has a negative
effect upon the external reliability of the research as external reliability refers to the extent
in which the research can be reproduced elsewhere (Bryman, 2016; Kvale, Brinkmann
(2014). Evidence of high external reliability is if another researcher uses the same method
and gets a similar result. This is unlikely to be achieved as it’s difficult to reproduce the exact
same social context and situation that were used in the previous research and that it’s possible
that too much time has passed for later research to get similar results (Bryman, 2016).

3.7. Ethical considerations
When doing qualitative research there are things that need to be kept in mind when collecting
data and how it should be done as Jacobsen (2002) mentions, that an interview in a way will
invade upon a person’s private life, and in this thesis the authors asked some personal
questions that might be seen as invading on personal and family life. Another ethical issue
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that might arise is that the one being interviewed says something that they are not at liberty to
share and that information. As the respondents might also share criticism and sensitive
information regarding their employer and colleagues, they have been kept completely
anonymous in this thesis.
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4. Empirical data
This chapter introduces the empirical data gathered from the conducted interviews. It
presents the content of the respondents’ answers to the interview questions, which in turn are
derived from the literature review and theories in chapter 2. Each company and relevant
employees are presented separately with the aim to present their views and perspectives on
the field of this thesis.

4.1. Industrial organisation 1
Industrial organization 1 is one of the largest private forest owners in Sweden. The company
was found in the 1920’s. Industrial organization 1 has a workforce of over 4200 spread out
in Europe and China. Industrial organization 1 strive towards a sustainable organization and
an organization that takes responsibility for people, strong local communities, healthy
working environments, equality, being attractive to people with different circumstances. As
part of reaching that goal Industrial organization 1 are exploring different work models that
will allow people to work in different ways than how it’s been done before.

4.1.1. General
What employee satisfaction means can differ depending on who you ask. For Amanda it
means that to the greatest extent that her needs are heard, understood and that she sees steps
being taken to fulfil them. For Bosse it means his overall satisfaction of the situation he is in
and the factors that are relevant to it such as working conditions and home. What both are in
agreement over is that they both prefer working in a virtual team and this especially when it
comes to handling day-to-day tasks or tasks in general where a smaller amount of people is
involved. The traditional still is the best for large groups of people working together.
Mentioned by both are that it is exciting to work in a virtual team after having worked in a
traditional team. In Bosse’s experience the change didn’t require many changes in how
handled his job more than there was a learning period of using new tools whereas for
Amanda quickly found out that it is extra important to be clear and precise when
communicating as she can no longer expect seeing the person she is talking to.

4.1.2. Technological infrastructure
Working in a virtual team means relying heavily on technology and both Bosse and Amanda
detail that they communicate with their colleagues through text chats and video chats and
sometimes phone calls. They also raise concerns that the only time you might see someone
else’s face is during video chats and that it’s harder to feel connected to each other over when
you don’t meet. However, both Bosse and Amanda mentions that without modern technology
this form of doing work would not be possible and that more modern technology will allow to
perform even better as a team. Improvements suggested by both are that companies invest in
reliable technology as everything they do depends on the technology but also that guidelines
are developed on how to use the technology as the tools connect co-workers. Recommended
guidelines are that people need to be open to each other and communicate clearly as they
can’t afford to second guess each other. People should be encouraged to communicate as the
technology bridges people of different cultures together and communication can overcome
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their inability to meet. Both also mentions that the company can sometimes forget about you
as you’re not present within the office walls.

4.1.3. Leadership
Dealing with leadership Bosse want from their leader when working in a virtual team that the
leader has an improved ability to multitask and handle many different communication
channels at the same time and to not be stressed when several people at the same time may
need the leader's attention. This is something that Amanda also mention as a key skill for the
leader to have and they also add that the leader benefit from having the ability to divide their
mind up into sections and keep that information separate when dealing with a lot of
information. Both Bosse and Amanda brings up that the leader will not be able to supervise in
a similar manner as in a traditional team and that the leader need to be able to accept that and
find different approaches to supervise. Both mentions that the leader should have some
technological competence and to be able to troubleshoot their own internet issues.
About motivation Amanda empathizes that their leader spends time trying to understand what
makes them tick and what gets them going. That the leader by figuring out what everyone
finds interesting that the best results will be achieved this way. What Amanda also mentions
is that when the leader understands the inner motivation of an individual there will also be a
stronger sense of trust between the two and that the trust will protect each other from stress
simply because both parties know that they can depend on each other to do the right thing.
Bosse adds to this that their leader gives them a lot of room to operate in and that Bosse feels
a lot of trust coming from their leader as a result of that. They don’t feel like someone is
watching them and Amanda see that as motivating. Leadership of a team with international
members brings its own challenges and Bosse feel that their leader has done about as well as
expected that they would, given the variety of cultures in the team and how they all want
different things from the team. Their leader has made clear that they are all equally important
but treating each other the same way is not the answer and Bosse can get behind that.
Amanda has a different experience and feels as if their leader has not managed to create
cohesion in the team and that lines have been drawn up and subgroups have formed as a
result of the leader not understanding how culture affects people. The leader had also failed to
understand that the Swedish view on leaders is not the norm in other cultures.

4.1.4. Work-Life balance
Being able to conduct your work from your home or on the move is something that both
Bosse and Amanda highlights as strong advantages for the virtual team and reason for why
they both currently prefer working in the virtual team. What both highlights however is also
the dual nature of having your work being done in your own home. As Bosse brings up it
allows for a lot of flexibility in how you go about your day, you don’t have to spend time
traveling to and from work and can that way save hours. Combined with flexible schedules
both feel freer than they ever did in a traditional team. The flipside as Amanda stresses are
how difficult it can be to separate work and home and Bosse says:
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“The boundary between work and home is erased quite well, which also sometimes makes it
difficult to actually finish the work day”
Bosse then continues mentioning that when you leave an actual office it is much easier than
when your workplace might be a desk in the living room. Another difficulty that Bosse and
Amanda has encountered when working from home is that people in their lives sometimes
can’t distinguish when they are at work or when they are free. Amanda continues that by
saying how they’ve noticed that people in their life sometimes hesitate to invite them to
events simply because no one ever knows when she works or not. To help give some needed
structure to how people work the scheduling Bosse states that the team has now taken into
consideration how culture affects the working hours people prefer and has found that Swedes
are more okay with working earlier in the day than the Italians on the team who like to start
later. Bosse feels that the family has in the end won from them working from home by
making it easier to get the puzzle of everyone’s schedules to fit. Bosse is more able to take
their children to school or practice of their sport. Both mention that if a child is ill then no
parent needs to tell their work that they can’t come as the one working from home can still do
some of their job. Amanda however points out a danger, that this can by the wrong leader be
extended to when the worker themselves are ill and in need of rest and by doing so creating a
hazardous working environment and further blur the lines between work and home.

4.1.5. Autonomy
Regarding autonomy Bosse mentioned that to him, being able to work in an autonomous
fashion had an immense importance and he will not be able to achieve his best performance if
reined in an undue amount. Given spacious limits for him to work within and leave how the
work is done to him and Bosse means that by not giving your employees room to do things in
their own way, that you’re not trusting them and from the employee’s position Bosse says:
“Having to do things one way only might work if it’s an exceptional event but for day to day
tasks that’s a massive energy drain which will make work boring and make workers feel like
they are treated as robots”
This is echoed by Amanda who says she can’t place enough value at being able to feel that
you have some autonomy at work. She says it might be a generational thing where younger
people function in a different way than generations before and that times have changed, and
so should how work being done also change. Amanda points out that of course free reins is
unreasonable to expect by the employee but so is it from the employer to expect that they
should precision control every moment of the employee. She says:
“To be precision controlled can feel as if you’re forced to wear a straitjacket and it won’t
take long before inspiration and motivation starts to die out”
Bosse and Amanda details their hopes that working in a virtual team is a great chance to feel
that desired autonomy and that so far, their time working in that virtual team has allowed
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them to feel more support for their beliefs of how important autonomy is. Bosse mentions
that in his experience that working in a virtual team removes the need of having a fixed
workplace location and that this then means that the company trusts him enough to do his
work properly and as long as he does that then the employers are supportive of leaving the
choice of method in doing the task given to him in his hands, making it into a kind of reward
to him for being dependable. Bosse details his experience of working in the virtual team as it
being easier to convince his boss to allow autonomy in the day to day business of his job.
Bosse points out that exceptional circumstance might provoke the employer to want work
done in a particular way and that’s okay with him due to its rare nature. Amanda says that her
experience of achieving a sense of autonomy when working within a virtual team is a positive
experience. That the nature of the work form being that you can work from home mean that
there already is an implicit acceptance from both parties that the employee will decide how
work should be done if the work is done with satisfactory results. She mentions that it feels
great sensing that trust from the employer, that they believe in her. Amanda says:
“In my experience this freedom can also be achieved in a traditional office job but it’s much
rarer and something off an exception to the rule rather as in virtual teams the new norm of
how things are done”

4.1.6. Social Relations
Working in a virtual team Amanda feels has provided some challenges in forming
relationships with other individuals by stating that it can sometimes feel as if they are islands
in a great sea, barely connected at all and that it requires a lot more effort to form a team but
that it is doable if the team desires it. Bosse gives the example when highlighting how
working virtual affects the social aspect of their job, that there is no cafeteria or coffee
machine to meet your co-worker at as you would when working in a traditional office. This
leads to both Bosse and Amanda feeling as if their relationships with their team members are
weaker than they would be in a traditional team. That extra effort from the members of the
team but also the company must happen for them to be satisfied with the social aspects of
working in a virtual team. Bosse gives the example of how they try to create cohesion,
belonging and trust among the members of the team and this by sharing a video or an image
of something that they feel captures who they are. This work as an icebreaker and an
opportunity to get to know each other a little as it is easier to start trusting people that you
know something about and that this is encouraged by the company. On their own initiative
members of Bosse’s team has organized video game nights where some members play games
together in a more relaxed setting as games can be played over the internet and by doing so
replicate what a night out with your co-workers can achieve in a traditional team but it also
function as a way to spend time with members of a different culture and start building an
understanding of each other’s cultures and Bosse hope that this can instil a sense of belonging
and suggests that this is only one way to go about it and that communicating with each other
and finding out what interests other people is the foundation for cohesion and belonging in
any team. Amanda however, reports about her team and say they have not spent time outside
of work and that has made it difficult to see cohesion in the team or that you belong to
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something. It’s caused issues with understanding members of different cultures. About how
the virtual team affects trust she says:
“You don't get as close to each other when you can't shake hands or give a hug as people has
always done”

4.2. Industrial organisation 2
Industrial organization 2 see themselves as a leading global hygiene and health company
dedicated to goal of improving well-being through products and solutions that are essentials
for everyday life. Industrial organization 2 was up until 2017 part of another organization
before the split. The company does sales in approximately 150 different countries. Industrial
organization 2 has several global brands and employs close to 47,000 employees worldwide.
Industrial organization 2 wants to improve sustainability by developing new work models for
their organization and improve conditions for families to better support themselves.

4.2.1. General
John understands employee satisfaction as the general satisfaction with his work life, the
opportunities given to him now and the ones that he can expect to be given in the future.
Niklas shares the view of general satisfaction but also highlights that it can be both positive
and negative factors at play and these factors are meant to in the end lead to a positive
overall. In John’s experience working in the virtual team means that everything goes that
much faster and he feels freer but at the same time a bit more isolated. Niklas states it is
exciting to work in a way that previously was not feasible and that he believes this is a
competitive advantage for the company. Niklas however mentions that sometimes he misses
the structured nature of the traditional form and that the novelty of the virtual team can’t
entirely cover that up. John on the other hand continues to emphasize the freedom he feels
and that this work form’s perfect for people that already didn’t spend much time in an office
so the swap to virtual was smooth. Both feel that the virtual still need time to be as good as
traditional teams in handling complex tasks.

4.2.2. Technological infrastructure
John and Niklas both mention the use of cell phones as the primary tool for them to
communicate with each other within the team and with people outside of the team. Both give
the same reasons that are how easy the phone is to use and that it is better than using a chat
for discussing questions with complexity and is also a tool that they always have with them,
as the example that Niklas brings up about when they visit a customer. The phone doesn’t
require any setting up to use and is therefore a flexible tool. Other tools that both uses are
chats for simpler communication internally and that is combined with the use of email for
more formal communication that don’t require a fast response. John mentions being spread
out in the world means that they can’t just turn around in the office and grab the attention of
the person that they need so technology is their way of replicating that convenience. John
follows up with this response about the technology that they use:
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“It helps tremendously by allowing us to be more on the go while still being connected to
each other. Only need to open the laptop and so I am in the chat”
However as much as technology aids them in recovering much of what is lost by working in a
virtual team Niklas feels that it’s important to remember that the technology while improving
is far from perfect and that they lose out on social cues that could help smoothen the
communication in the team and help them build stronger team cohesion and feel more at ease
with each other which builds trust. Both John and Niklas wish in the future for virtual teams
that technology can even better bridge that gap.

4.2.3. Leadership
Responsiveness is rated highly by John as a trait a leader are best to have if they want to work
within a virtual team. As the virtual work form is still comparatively new to many companies
the leader will often be in uncharted waters and that is why John feels that trait really matters.
They express the following about uncharted waters:
“One can say that we who are the first in our company to work in a virtual team are guinea
pigs.”
Niklas adds to that a leader must be very clear in their responses as much communication will
be done over text and nuances can easily get lost. This goes double for teams that have
members all over the world where words often can take on a different meaning and require
from the leader that they communicate with clarity. This then leads into what John is satisfied
by their leader’s approach to motivation. The leader of that team on top of being responsive
which John says encourages a feeling of belonging; they also do their best at always being
available if a member of the team needs to reach them but otherwise gives everyone on the
team space to do their jobs and not intervening unless required. This John mentions makes
them feel trusted and valued as competent members of the team. However, if people fail to
deliver quality work the leader can take away the freedom that the individual previously had
until improvements are made and as such the freedom feels like a reward for being
competent, dependable and trustworthy. Niklas agrees and adds that for them it is important
that the leader show trust towards them and don’t spend much time checking if they are doing
their job correctly. Some supervising is needed but too much and Niklas fear people start
doubting their own work and feel less competent and start to distrust people. Furthermore,
Niklas recommends that the leader anchor the goals of the team with the team. Check with
the members and see what they want to achieve and see if as the leader it is possible to
combine with the overarching goal. John and Niklas feel that for overall satisfaction of the
team it is crucial that the leader avoids being attached to one leadership style. The leader
must educate themselves on the cultural differences in the team and implement a flexible
leadership and be aware that Swedish views on hierarchy is not the norm in some cultures.
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4.2.4. Work-Life Balance
John’s experience of working in the virtual team has not been free from challenges. The extra
flexibility by being able to have your place of work differ depending on your need has been
great and has contributed to a satisfying workplace; it also has brought a level of chaos into
the home. The family has both benefited and suffered from the workplace sometime being in
the home and that in particular is a point that Niklas also brings up. For both of them the
family has expressed a difficulty in knowing if they are okay to approach them while they are
at home during certain hours of the day. Furthermore, John mentions that while they can
leave for 5 minutes if the family need them and write that up as a break that the flexible
schedule employed by the team sometimes make it hard to have a fully functioning social
life, plans sometimes late needs to change, sometimes as a response to John needing to work
odd hours of the day as to be able to work together with someone in a different time zone or
to travel when meeting a customer. Niklas has kids and they highlight an improvement made
for the family by them working from home is that the kids don’t need to stay at school after
their classes are done and can instead come home directly which all members of the family
appreciate. The flipside Niklas see is that they have a harder time separating work and free
time and that the source of a lot of stress in life is now in the same building as where they are
supposed to relax. Niklas attributes to the flexible working schedule that they employ in their
team as very important tool to create a satisfying working experience that help creating
balance between work and free time. They employ 40 hours working week where most hours
individual place as they desire and that the company encourages them to place those hours so
that they can have 2 day resting period. The team John works in decides schedules on a
weekly basis which they are fine with as they don’t have kids and that the system instead
relies on people having a certain amount of work to do in a day and when a person say that
they are done, that they mean it and are checking out for the day.

4.2.5. Autonomy
For both John and Niklas autonomy is incredibly important and a key reason for why they
decided to start working in virtual teams and leave the traditional form of work. Niklas says
the increased amount of autonomy that they’ve experienced in the virtual team has made
them feel more competent at their work and for Niklas the amount of trust a system like the
virtual team requires makes them feel valued and that the work they do has improved as a
result of that. Both have difficulties seeing themselves work with less autonomy than they
now experience and that they both are much more motivated now than when they worked in a
traditional team. John puts it about not having anyone look over your shoulder:
“Never have and will enjoy having someone peek over my shoulder to see if I do my job.
Makes me feel like I’m a criminal”
Niklas has a similar outlook on what autonomy means and adds that high levels of autonomy
is synonymous with a lot of trust among the members of the team and that trust at the same
time create a feeling of cohesion, community and belonging which makes the high level of
autonomy precious and important to handle responsibly. In John’s experience the kind of
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people that apply to work in a virtual team by nature seems to appreciate a lot of autonomy.
Autonomy they both mention is affected by culture so when adding members to a team it is
important to know what cultures easily fit in and which cultures will struggle with it as too
many people struggling with the autonomy can seriously impact the satisfaction of those that
handle it well. For both of them, the autonomy that they have can change depending on the
tasks that the team has to face and that is always communicated to them as not being a change
in standards but instead a temporary adjustment that management judge as important for the
team’s success during a defined period of time.

4.2.6. Social relations
Being a different way of doing work has an impact on the relationships formed is the
experience of both interviewed. John mentions that it can sometimes feel like they are a
bunch of individuals that are spread out over the world and not as a cohesive unit and that
they attribute the weaker relationships that they’ve experienced so far are the result of not
being able to meet in the corridor or being able to make a joke to each other. They mention
that while it is still possible to build relationship across distances, that it requires dedicated
effort from both the members of the team and from the organization. Relationships they feel
are very important for the work to be enjoyable to do and the team to be a pleasant place to be
in. That it is truly only a satisfying place to work at when you can feel that the people that
you work with are people you can trust and that you all together create a place that is tolerant
towards differences and make it a place people want to belong to. John highlights a hurdle
and that is connecting with people through a screen and not face-to-face:
“It becomes a completely different connection to other people when in most cases you only
communicate through text. Can sometimes feel less real and that I can sometimes miss the
opportunity to see the other in the eyes when talking”
Niklas echoes the experiences of John and mentions that the lack of face-to-face experience is
an initial big problem when trying to build a relationship between team members that will
work together for an extended period. They miss being able to have a lunch together in the
cafeteria or make plans for after work when on a break and they miss having social cues.
They feel it is possible to build strong relationships and that trust is a result of effort over
time so virtual teams can like traditional teams build satisfying levels of trust. What they
found difficult when building satisfying relationships was how culture made previously
obvious concepts to them such as “fika” made members of the team confused. John also had
this issue, and, in their team, they opted to have people make brochures of their nation and
culture to share as to form a connection with each other and from there build trust. Learning
about each other lead to John realizing that they worked in a team where some people shared
interest in motorsport which they started to watch together as it could be streamed and could
be their way of going out together after work. In the team where Niklas worked no such
events took place and instead in an official capacity the leader and the company tried to pair
up individuals of different cultures when tasks that required multiple people appeared. Niklas
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appreciated the effort from the company as working together with someone is an effective
method to get closer to each other and build trust.

4.3. Retail organisation
Retail organization is a large actor on the global market and deal in furniture. The company
was founded in the 1940’s and has had a massive success story and can now be found selling
their goods in over 40 different nations across all continents and the retail organization
employ over 200,000 people throughout the world. Retail organization wants to maintain
profitability responsibly and that it is the best way to ensure trust between employees,
organization, owners and the world at large. This is inspired by the company roots and a
belief that every individual has something valuable to offer and that diversity is strength.

4.3.1. General
For Victoria employee satisfaction means a well-being at the workplace as the result of
countless factors that in the end come out as something positive. For Madeleine employee
satisfaction on top of feeling at ease at the workplace also means that the job offers variety
and that there is genuine trust between the leadership and the workforce as it lets her to
perform her best work. Madeleine feels that it can be challenging working in a virtual team as
it rides on the digitalization wave and that it is not always a smooth ride but that it is
nonetheless still exciting to be at the cutting edge. Victoria is surprised that not more people
work in a virtual team as it allows different ways of doing work that could fit so many people
and that the flexibility that the virtual team offers should fit the young generation perfectly as
they’ve grown used to it. Madeleine prefers working in the virtual team when it comes to
doing work with international clients as she can change her workday to fit the different time
zone where Victoria prefers the virtual team when small groups of people, often experts in
their field work together as they are not bound by location. Both still thinks that the
traditional team is the better option for larger groups working together.

4.3.2. Technological infrastructure
For Victoria the tools used to communicate also changes depending on the members of the
team they are communicating with but also depending on the complexity of the task. For
smaller groups of people, primarily within the team they use cloud-based tools as they
perceive it to be the most efficient way to communicate and let them take advantage of the
virtual work form. The team also use video chats when they want to see the person they are
talking to. Victoria finds it to be important to see the other person just so that they can pick
up on social cues. For communication outside of the team the standard email works most of
the time and can be complemented using a phone. Madeleine uses similar tools; they have an
internal chat that they know everyone can access, they rely on video chats to make up for the
loss of face-to-face meetings and for communication where they don’t want to lose nuances.
Both the interviewed highlights that technology allows teams to be formed that exist all over
the world and allow for access to people, cultures and expertise that a normal location fixed
team can’t as easily get access to. That technology while unable to capture all the losses of
going virtual is okay as it has allowed them to work with people that they never would’ve
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otherwise and that this is a serious competitive advantage that can be enhanced with more
reliable technology and Victoria in particular has experienced that with issues in the
technological structure have been fixed that they have been able to work more efficiently than
ever before and that thanks to the expansion of technology in the world they now can
exchange thoughts with colleagues in Korea in ways that were previously unavailable.

4.3.3. Leadership
Victoria says the leadership abilities needed for the virtual team all in their own way have to
do with being able to handle a great deal of multitasking without losing clarity of
communication. The best leaders Victoria finds are the ones that are adept at using
technology to communicate and not watch over the members of the team. As an extension to
that Victoria appreciates when the leadership of the team rewards consistency and workers
that are dependable in getting their tasks done according to expectations. Furthermore, the
leader will face the issue of a team spread out in the world and still needing to form a
cohesive team that people feel like they belong to. Madeleine expresses the same desires
from their leader but also points out that with the virtual team likely having members all over
the world that the leader must be able to handle different cultures in ways that minimizes
conflict. They have so far experienced are initial difficulties from their leader in grasping
how culture affects everything from what leadership style functions the best but also
members of the team will view taking on risk in different ways and that the leader need to
develop multiple ways of encouraging and motivating members of the team. About the
leaders' approach to motivation Madeleine say:
“My leader believes, and I agree completely with them that it is each individual perform their
very best when they themselves can use their own brand of motivation”
Madeleine praises their leader for not only understanding this but also that the leader has the
awareness that not everyone will be able to find their own motivation and therefore the leader
assign time to discuss with these individuals what they are passionate about and if that
somehow can be used to fuel their performances as motivation from ourselves are powerful
tools and better at driving people to success than having the motivation be forced upon them
from the outside. Victoria adds to this that their leader also shares that belief and from the
start when a new member joins the team that they take the time to sit down with them and
that this is part of getting to know each other and form a sense of belonging with the DNA of
the team. They express positivity about the leader so quickly introducing that part of the
DNA to the new member as it creates a common ground for communication to take place on.

4.3.4. Work-Life Balance
Victoria details their experience in handling the changes to work-life balance when going
from traditional to a virtual team and says that it is not an easy transition. Working in a
virtual team they feel has liberated them in some ways but also created issues that they
previously did not have. Victoria enjoys the increased flexibility they have by not having to
travel to an office 5 days a week. Saving hours every week and that those hours over a year
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adds up. Being able to utilize those hours for something more productive, either for work or
for the home has helped making the daily puzzle fit. Madeleine says that they have faced
issues finding the balance between work and free time but that this is an issue that gets easier
the longer you work in a virtual team and that people should not expect to find the perfect
balance from the start and instead keep adjusting. A particular issue raised by both is that
having your workplace be within the walls of your own home can be stressful as it is that
much harder to get away from your work and put that part of your mind at rest when you can
walk by that place when going somewhere else in the house. Madeleine gives this example:
“The difficulties can be tied to seasons, both working seasons but for the weather. A warm
summer day doesn’t make it easy to sit in your own office at home knowing that a meter away
is the sun. Other difficulties arise from when it is high season at work and the pressure to
deliver are at its peak. The stress is built up and tags along when you leave the room you
work in”
The international aspect of the virtual team also affects the ability to balance work and free
time. Working with people from different time zones and different cultures where working
hours are different demands flexibility and for Victoria that has sometimes impacted their
ability to join their family on events or fun experiences. As a result both Victoria and
Madeleine suggests that the team need some kind of scheduling done by management and
that there exist a structure to lean upon as to make sure individuals avoid working themselves
to the bone but that there exists an ability to swap days with colleagues if the need arises.
Madeleine adds that even if the virtual team is not as common as the traditional office
organization it still need to share views on employee health and not abuse the workplace
flexibility of the virtual team and not force ill or injured people to work when they recover.

4.3.5. Autonomy
Autonomy is rated highly by both Victoria and Madeleine with the latter mentioning that the
freedom of deciding where you do your work signal just much how autonomy that can be
expected in a virtual team. They continue with mentioning that it might be a generational trait
that is particular in younger people to desire a lot of autonomy in their line of work and
Madeleine says:
“My parents enjoyed strict rules and a lot of structure where they did not need to take the
initiative. I did try that line of work, but it does not work for me, I feel curtailed”
And Victoria expresses the following about autonomy:
“To be able to decide on my own gives a sense of freedom, a sense of competence and a sense
of motivation that I have not found anywhere else”
Both mention that they currently experience a great deal of autonomy and that this is
encouraged by their leaders and that more autonomy is possible for those that continuously
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deliver quality results. Madeleine expresses that she feel more competent now than before
and that with each increase of autonomy has led to them feeling more respected and a feeling
that the leadership values their competence They also mentions that their experience is that
the level of autonomy that the leadership give them depends on the workload the team is
under. During high season leadership implement more structure and guidelines to follow and
Madeleine’s experience of this is positive as it lets them focus on getting the work done.
Victoria suggests that the virtual team might be attracting the kind of individuals that values
high level of autonomy and that it can impact what can be considered the normal level of
autonomy. Both expresses that they have experienced discussions with team members on the
view of autonomy and how wildly it changes depending on who is asked.

4.3.6. Social relations
The experience that Victoria and Madeleine has from working in a virtual team is that as the
team if formed and for a near future the relationships formed will struggle initially as people
cope with not being able to meet face-to-face and instead have to develop other ways to get
closer to each other. This issue is in their experience then compounded if the team is
international to begin with as cultural differences are added into the mix before paths of
communications are established. On the value of established social protocol Madeleine says:
“It is first when you work in a virtual team that you fully realize how important the ability to
shake hands is. How it helps bridge gaps.”
In Victoria’s experience the faster people abandon what they think is obvious in social
contexts the easier the transition will be and that this is twice as important when dealing with
people from different cultures. What a Swede might think is obvious when greeting someone
can be completely foreign to someone in a different culture and the inability to meet face-toface Victoria says demand that people in the team are given and take the time to get to know
each other and that the first goal of the team should be to form a sense of belonging and that
they are a community. Victoria then continues with mentioning that trust is everything in
relationships and that later they will need to be able to lean on each other and trust that the
other person can help them out from where they are in the world. The change in trust for
Madeleine was not as bad she had thought it would be. It takes longer to build up but the
desire for it to be there is equally as strong and just as important as it is in a traditional team
and Madeleine feels that there must be trust among the members of the team for there to be a
healthy working environment and for people to be able to perform to the best of their ability.
Therefore, they suggest that the effort to build belonging, cohesion and trust must come from
everyone involved in the team, workers, leaders and the company. What the team that
Madeleine is part off did to help build satisfactory relationships were to look at events
happening in the world at the time and for them Eurovision was decided as it could be
common ground to bond over. Both respondents recommend that a tool that is not used at all
for work is where relationship building takes place to make it feel more natural. Important
according to both are that the communication done is open, tolerant and that people listen to
each other, or else the relationships between everyone will to struggle to form. Victoria
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mentions that it can be satisfying working in a virtual team once it moves along and you are
able to call people from a different continent your colleague, friend and that it is an advantage
that virtual teams should use to recruit more people with.

4.4. Governmental organisation
The governmental organisation is working within the educational field and plays an
important role within the Swedish educational institutions with over 1000 employees at
locations all over Sweden. The employees we have interviewed are working in a team which
in turn has tasks, missions and contacts in all departments within the organisation.

4.4.1. General
In Sven’s opinion, their type of work is well suited to be performed virtually which makes a
virtual team the natural choice. Lasse agrees with this and say that he prefers to work the way
they do over traditional teams. Many of the work tasks are being performed from distance
and the team is split over several locations across the country. Being a virtual team allows
them to work across different office and help each other out in order to create a national
coverage of the team within the organisation. Of course, there are some tasks that are simply
not possible to do without being physically present but those number of tasks are steadily
decreasing as technology evolves. Karin however is a bit more critical and believes that some
of her work tasks would be much easier to perform in a more traditional way. Generally, she
says that she would prefer to work in traditional teams even though some tasks can be
beneficial to perform virtually and Kalle agrees with her.

4.4.2. Technological infrastructure
Technology is at the core of everything the team does and in the centre spot is Skype for
business which is the main form of communication in the team. In everybody’s opinion it’s a
well-functioning system which gives them the possibility to both call, chat and have video
conferences in an efficient manner. Kalle says it has made communication much faster and
they don’t use e-mail nearly as much as they did 10 years ago. It’s not a perfect system
though as Sven continues:
“Technology helps us in incredible ways. But unfortunately, there are times when technology
fails and as of right now, we don’t really have any redundancy for those situations, even if I
know it’s on the way. In those situations, we become vulnerable.”
In general, he’s very happy with the existing technological solutions and he believes they
have a good and stable platform to work with. Lasse mentions however that the tools
available to the team becomes extra important when working in a virtual team and sometimes
he would like to have two or three ways of doing things instead of being limited to a single
system. He also continues with that it’s important to have a common ground of how to work
with the tools in order for it to work in an efficient manner. It’s important to have the same
tools all over the team so some people don’t get isolated, Kalle adds.
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Karin however says that some of her tasks can sometimes be very difficult to perform
virtually even if the tools available are good. Some situations, especially when working with
large groups, it’s just so much easier to physically sit together, have eye contact and ensure
that everyone is following along, she says. You simply loose so many communicational cues
by working virtually.

4.4.3. Leadership
Being a leader in a virtual team is not that different from a regular team in Sven’s opinion. In
both cases he mentions that it’s important for the leader to have their own practical
experiences of the job in order to get a better understanding of the tasks and challenges at
hand and therefore being able to be a better manager. Sven continues:
“I’m also a big believer in taking responsibility yourself and not being micromanaged by my
boss. It makes me feel prouder of my job and if I’m doing a bad job, he will still find that out
from dissatisfied clients.”
Lasse and Kalle agrees on that it’s important to have the freedom to control how you perform
your own work. Lasse says that he thinks it’s very much a personal thing. Different leaders
like to lead in different ways and in many ways and you simply have to adapt to that. I think
it’s important however that the team leader takes the time to regularly travel to all members
of the team to get some physical meetings as well. Kalle says that one of the most important
things for him is to have challenging and fun tasks that gives you the possibility to develop in
your career.
Karin adds that clarity is something that is very important for her when working in virtual
teams. Both from your own manager and if you are managing groups during conferences or
lectures for example, she says. It’s important to be very clear in your communication and
really ensure that everyone can follow along, she continues. It’s so easy that some people fall
behind when communicating with large virtual teams.

4.4.4. Work-Life Balance
In Sven’s opinion he has no problem with keeping a good work-life balance. He has chosen
not to use the ability to flex and work from a distance to any frequent extent, and instead he
sticks to his regular work hours which are during normal office hours. He mentions however
that when you’re working from home it can sometimes be difficult if the technology doesn’t
work properly or if you need to do certain tasks where you need to be physically present.
Lasse thinks that one issue is that different people have very different attitudes towards
communication and while some people will answer an e-mail very quickly it can sometimes
go days for other people to answer you which can sometimes be problematic. Karin agrees
and says that it’s important to have a common ground of how to communicate with each
other in an efficient matter.
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Kalle says that he has always been working with his hobby and therefore he has no issue with
his work-life and private life floating together. He is the kind of person who will answer emails any time of the day but as it’s his biggest interests he doesn’t have any real issues with
it. He can see a challenge however with balancing how much you work and family time.
Lasse agrees and says:
“Some people can’t draw the line themselves and, in those situations, management needs to
step in and do that for them so the situation doesn’t get out of hand. Work isn’t so important
that you need to be constantly connected. “
Karin says that she personally feels like she sometimes has issues with this. She’s usually
available if colleagues need help also after office-hours which can sometimes affect her as
she gets a hard time saying no. Even though she would like to have better borders between
her work and personal life she wouldn’t say that it’s a problem for her and she doesn’t think it
affects her family much.

4.4.5. Autonomy
Sven says that autonomy is very important to him. He says that he knows what to do and he
likes to be given the responsibility to do his job in his own way. The team has a great deal of
freedom and the members are to a large extent able to perform their job in their own way.
There is also a flexibility about where and to some extent when you want to work. The
drawback according to Sven is that you really need to have the self-discipline to still take
breaks during the day. He says:
“If you’re working alone you sometimes get a bit caught up in your own things and then you
really need to make sure you still take breaks and where possible socialize with other
colleagues in the office.”
Kalle continues with that being able to choose where to work is very important to him and
that he really enjoys the flexibility to work from home if the kids are sick for example.

4.4.6. Social Relations
Sven is not too happy about the social situation within the team though. The whole team meet
around 2-3 times a year but other than that they work with few or no colleagues from the
team. He says:
“I would prefer if social activities were prioritized higher, so you get to know each other
properly. It would benefit both the team and the work performance since you get better
knowledge of different team members expertise.”
In Sven’s opinion that’s one of the drawbacks with working in a virtual team. You simply
don’t get to know each other as well as a traditional team. Karin says that she can see an issue
in that it for new team members can take several months before you get to meet the whole
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team face-to-face which can be very difficult. Most team members become more like casual
acquaintances instead with a few exceptions where you become close friends. It also prevents
you from having a bit of banter as you don’t really know each other’s limits that well. Lasse
however thinks that while they don’t have the same relationships as a traditional team, they
don’t need to have that that in order to be able to work with each other in the way they do. I
think it’s important though that you still get the opportunity to have some personal chats as
well once in a while, he says. Kalle says that it’s important to meet physically as well and that
he can sometimes miss the spontaneous conversations with colleagues during coffee breaks.
You don’t really call someone just to have a spontaneous conversation, he says, and the
others agree.

4.4.7. International collaboration
In Sven’s experiences from working internationally he believes that you will stumble upon
cultural differences rather quickly. He says:
“You don’t have to go far outside Sweden in order to discover a completely different mindset
towards hierarchies for example.”
He continues with that some countries such as the US or Japan often have very strong and
clear hierarchies. In many cases the employees won’t do anything that the manager hasn’t
told them to do which is not quite like we do it here in Sweden where we like freedom and
taking our own initiatives. In most cases it works fine though after a while when you get to
know each other and become more aware of each other’s working styles. He says however
that he didn’t quite expect other European countries close to Sweden to be as different as they
turned out to be. Kalle says that he can’t really see any major work-related differences that
has significantly impacted his work. The most challenging issue is usually language barriers
he says. It’s usually much quicker to speak your native language and using English with
international colleagues can sometimes slow things down a bit, he continues.

4.5. Service organisation 1
This service organisation is working with strengthening and supporting academics rights on
the Swedish labour market. It’s an organisation with around 150 employees across many
departments consisting of both employees and volunteers. It has been around for nearly 100
years and will in the next few years undergo some major changes to the organisation.

4.5.1. General
Lisa is a big fan of working virtually. She says it’s much easier for her as she’s quite easily
disturbed by noisy surroundings and by working virtually, she can isolate herself more which
makes it easier to focus on the job. She says:
“If you’re skyping with someone it’s easier to focus just on that person's’ voice rather than if
you're sitting with a large team.”
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However, she also thinks there are some drawbacks with working virtually. For example, it
can be quite difficult if you’re a large team as it’s difficult for everyone to participate in a
discussion and sometimes it can get a bit messy and difficult to know who’s saying what. It’s
also easier to meet face to face if you have to work together on something visual rather than
just being able to have a discussion. In general, she does prefer to work virtually though as it
gives her a better chance on finding a quiet space that fits her needs.

4.5.2. Technological infrastructure
She continues with saying that while technology is the reason we’re able to work virtually in
the way we do, it also causes a lot of trouble. She says that usually during meetings, there is
always someone with technical difficulties and it’s sometimes difficult to hear people
properly if there’s a lot of background noise going on. She says:
“It works okay if you’re only a few people but with large groups it can get quite messy. It’s
also difficult to keep track on people and often it feels like they’re doing something else and
are not really focused on the meeting or the task at hand.”
Lisa also believes that the team doesn’t really have good tools that are suitable for their
needs. She says many people don’t know how to use the tools properly so instead they do it
their own way or simply not at all. If there’s one thing she’d like to improve, it would be to
have properly working digital tools as it would make the teams job much easier. Another area
that is very important for Lisa when it comes to digital communication is clarity. She says
that when you’re not really sure of who’s saying what or even if people are participating in
the meeting it’s very important to be extra clear on decisions and on what has been said so
everybody understands. The leader of the meeting needs to follow up with people and can’t
just assume that everyone has heard and understood what has been said.

4.5.3. Leadership
She thinks a lot of the responsibility with making sure everyone is up to speed falls on the
leader. She believes it’s a difficult balance however as everybody also have their own
personal responsibility to be involved, but it’s up to the leader to make sure everyone has
understood what’s going on.

4.5.4. Work-Life Balance
Lisa says that she personally prefers to have a fixed working schedule with regular office
hours. Especially if there’s a lot going on there is otherwise the risk of feeling that you’re
never free when you’re working virtually. It can be difficult sometimes as the lines are not
always very clear between when you’re working and when you’re not. She says:
“In the team we don’t really have any clear rules about work hours. We simply try to not
schedule things super early or super late in order to respect everyone's free time.”
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She does say there have been some improvements in her life by working virtually though. For
example, she doesn’t need to travel as much as she would need otherwise which saves her
both time, energy and money.

4.5.5. Autonomy
When it comes to autonomy and being able to plan her own work Lisa says that it hasn’t
really changed much from working in a traditional team. She explains that as they have quite
a lot of meetings, they’re still dependant on other people’s schedules and when they are able
to talk with you so there’s not really a lot of room to plan your own schedule independently
of others.

4.5.6. Social Relations
In Lisa’s opinion the social relationships and the team unity is created in the breaks between
physical meetings and during other social activities. Therefore, it’s extremely important that
you actually get to meet physically as well so you get time to talk some gossip and bond with
each other. She says:
“If we would only have completely virtual meetings, I think we would lose the motivation and
team spirit within the group.”
Even if you talk with each other between meetings as well it’s never the same as when you
actually meet. You usually just write on social media directly with another team member but
when we meet you get to spend time together with the whole team at once.

4.6. Service organisation 2
This service organisation is a global business with more than 200 000 employees all over the
world. It has mainly business to business clients within many different advisory fields. In
Sweden it has offices in over 20 locations. The organisation has a long experience of working
in virtual teams all across the globe.

4.6.1. General
Working in virtual teams is an essential part of Markus job as he’s daily communicating with
people all over the world. He thinks that it brings some challenges, especially if working in
larger teams but without the possibility to work virtually, he wouldn’t be able to do his job at
all. He still says however that he would prefer meeting people face to face if given a choice.
He says:
“It’s just so much quicker many times to solve issues and misunderstandings.”
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4.6.2. Technological infrastructure
Markus thinks virtual meetings are great if he needs to hold a presentation or share a screen
to a largely geographically dispersed team. However, if he needs feedback from people or
need to have a communication during the meeting it’s usually not as good though. He says
that it’s very common for two or three people to do all the talking and the rest are just sitting
quiet which makes it difficult to know if people are really participating in the meeting or not.

4.6.3. Leadership
When it comes to leadership in virtual teams he believes that there is a need to have much
clearer communication, purpose and schedule when working virtually and especially during
meetings, so people don’t get lost and zone out instead. He says:
“Sometimes it’s quite clever to ask questions to specific people to make sure everyone’s still
alert.”
To have a clear structure and stick to the plan is something he has learned as well so now he
feels much more focused on the topics they are actually supposed to discuss and trying to find
solutions and decisions on that instead of drifting off the focus. .

4.6.4. Work-Life Balance
For Markus personally he believes that he has a rather good work-life balance. Even though
he works quite a lot he says that he feels like they have a good culture at work so even if
there are times when he needs to put in more time, people are understanding and there’s no
problem in balancing that out during other times. He says:
“Of course, you can in theory always be accessible, but I think I can personally handle that
well.“

4.6.5. Autonomy
Autonomy is extremely important for Markus and he really values not being controlled in too
much detail. He also wants to be able to challenge himself with new and exciting tasks.
Although he doesn’t believe he would think very differently in a traditional team.

4.6.6. Social Relations
Relationships is an area where virtual teams differ from traditional teams in Markus opinion.
He thinks that he doesn’t get the same relationship with people. Many times, it becomes more
distant and formal, especially when working virtually. But at the same time, he doesn’t
always find the need to have a really personal relationship with everybody. His team are also
quite straight forward during the meetings and try to focus on the task so there’s not much
time for general chit chatting.
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4.6.7. International collaboration
In Markus opinion a rather common issue with collaborating internationally is that different
cultures have different holidays and weekends than the team in Sweden which puts high
pressure on being able to plan ahead and respect everybody's life. He thinks it’s sometimes a
challenge to find a good time for everybody, especially if working over different time zones,
but it’s also something that comes with routine and experience. He continues with that there
are also some language barriers which can make some meetings a real challenge. He says:
“One thing that surprised me is how often we actually have to communicate internationally
with people all over the world. So, working virtually is really an essential part of being able
to do the job that we do.”
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5. Analysis
Based on the analyse model figure 3, the analysis is here performed. The empirical evidence
from the respondent employees about their perception of what creates job satisfaction in the
virtual team and how that job satisfaction can be reached This will be discussed in the
following parts: No routines in the beginning of virtual teams, Taking the job home, When
does it work and when does it not, Does the company see the same benefits as the employee.
Discussions and comparisons between the respondent’s answers will be performed, put into
relation to the theoretical framework and finalized in a summary.

5.1. Employee satisfaction in virtual teams
During the interviews with the respondents they have brought forward and mentioned
different factors that they perceive to be important to their satisfaction as employees at their
workplace. Autonomy being frequently mentioned and has in particular been highlighted by
almost all, including Victoria, Madeleine, Sven, John and Amanda as a very important factor
for their satisfaction at work, as Amanda puts it “To be precision controlled can feel as if
you’re forced to wear a straitjacket and it won’t take long before inspiration and motivation
starts to die out”. This has in some ways influenced them in searching out jobs in virtual
teams where they perceive themselves able to enjoy more autonomy than they do in
traditional teams where it is not as highly regarded or required. The respondents mostly say
however that they would still have the same wishes and demands when it comes to autonomy
in regular teams as well. With many of the respondents giving clear responses on how much
they value autonomy it is a good idea for companies to listen to the words of Deci, Ryan,
2000, Niemiec, Ryan (2009) that workers interested in growth normally possess strong needs
in autonomy, feeling competent and relatedness towards the team, as what the respondents
ask is to be trusted and to be given the chance to prove that they can handle the autonomy.
Furthermore, it seems that from the respondents’ answers that they are satisfied with the
approach that their virtual teams have taken to deal with the reality that it is highly difficult
for leaders to supervise in virtual teams, and that high degree of autonomy under good faith is
the most common way of handling it.
Worth taking note of here is that the respondents are saying the same thing that Ford et al.,
(2017) and Horwitz et al., (2006) mention when they talk about the maturity of the groups
and how direct leadership, more common in traditional teams also is a sign of a group that is
yet to reach its mature stage. That groups with a higher degree of maturity often tends to
express a more autonomous nature. So, while not explicitly mentioned, the respondent's hints
at for them a satisfying team to be a part of is a mature group with a great deal of autonomy.
What the respondents do share that can stand in contrast to what theory suggests is on the
topic of autonomy and maturity. The answers given suggest that the teams that the
respondents joined primarily allowed for a great deal of autonomy from very early on which
theory believes is the result of development over time. Both Madeleine and Victoria in their
answers mention that they believe that it is younger people that primarily would enjoy a great
deal of flexibility and autonomy in their line of work and that in their experience virtual
teams are more built up by youth. Theory from Rožman et al., (2017) and Lippert, Dulewicz
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(2018) however suggests that on average, it is found that older employees are more motivated
by flexibility in the workplace and being encouraged to be autonomous, meaning that
organizations might have to re-evaluate their stance on how age impacts what an employee is
satisfied by. That it is unwise to assume that older people are uninterested in high levels of
flexibility and that virtual teams’ more than traditional teams might be able to deliver this
factor.
In the experience of the respondents the virtual team excel when small groups are assembled
and in discussion. That small teams of experts throughout the world are no longer bound by
distance and can in the virtual team work together with their unique viewpoints is a
competitive advantage that makes working in the virtual team exciting. Victoria mention that
working in a virtual team has allowed her to share thoughts and ideas with people working
from South Korea and after initial technological issues that’ve been resolved she feels
energized and more motivated than before. This flexibility allows a different way of tackling
issues such as when working with international clients of coworkers it is no longer required
to do so at an office and instead from the comfort of a person’s own home which Madeleine
brings up that she enjoys as part of her job and that it is much easier to work odd hours if you
are not required to travel anywhere. Implicitly mentioned by several and explicitly mentioned
by Lisa is that it is easy to work in small teams and in larger teams it’s sometimes difficult to
follow a discussion and that it can get quite messy with people focusing on other things and
disturbing noises the background. Large virtual teams then need to make sure the tools used
can handle the unique demands of large teams.
In smaller groups the respondents mention using several different tools to communicate that
they feel do an okay enough job such as for example John and Niklas considering that the
mobile phone whereas Victoria mentions using a chat for communication. Sven brings up that
he today uses e-mail a lot less than 10 years ago which is something that Madeleine
highlights as a sign of technological progress. Clear from the respondents’ answers is that
they wish to not be as sensitive to issues with the technology and these wishes agree with the
thoughts of De Bruyn (2017), Marlow,et al (2017) that dependable technological
infrastructure is essential for satisfied employees. There is a wish that the company is
prepared to provide alternative ways for the members of the team to communicate with and
that unlike in the past where less tools existed or was in their infancy, workers now expect to
be provided a robust set of tools. The wishes of the respondents echo the recommendations to
companies given by Zoufa, Ochieng (2017) where they warn that it is more difficult to
interpret a message in text so alternative ways to communicate than text is necessary to avoid
conflict. The respondents feel that the virtual team can work for larger teams but if that’s
what the project requires then it is better for the organization to use a traditional team as large
groups doesn’t play on the flexible nature of virtual teams. Interesting to note here is that the
respondents are well aware about the benefits and challenges of different team sizes but that
no respondent clearly in their answers indicated that they’re aware of the benefits of mass
communications such as the video chat can allow for people to experience different cultures
without assimilating themselves fully and instead develop an unique mix between their own
culture and the ones they interact with (Craig, Douglas, 2006; Hofstede, 2015).
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Being able to respond to work no matter where you are is brought forward by Elsbach, Cable,
Sherman (2010) who mentions that by responding to such situations the worker showcase
that they are committed to the team and to others that they are trustworthy. This appreciation
of feeling satisfied with the freedom, feeling strong level of autonomy is repeated in many of
the answers and while respondents answer the questions in their own way there is no
mistaking that they are satisfied when they feel as if leadership trusts them to let them get on
with their work and make their own decisions. Further benefits brought up by Lisa when she
mentions that she is easily disturbed by noisy surroundings and that by working virtually it is
possible for Lisa to adjust her surroundings and isolate herself from unwanted noise and as a
result perform better. Though isolation is something that others have in their answer brought
up as something they perceive as a negative result of not being in the same office as the ones
that they work with. This is a desire supported by Tavares (2017) who states that being able
to work from the home allows the worker to tailor their environment to their tastes which
increases the performance and their overall satisfaction as employees.
While being able to work away from distracting noise in the office is an upside it comes with
a serious downside as human contact for many respondents explicitly is brought up as
something they strongly miss and likely also something that the other respondents didn’t say
explicitly but could be implied through other answers they gave impacts their satisfaction.
Amanda captured what can be read into in other respondents answer when she said “You
don't get as close to each other when you can't shake hands or give a hug as people has
always done” meaning that virtual teams are at risk of having employees feel emotionally
starved of the contact which build trust (Jaakson, Reino, McClenaghan, 2018). The
respondents agree about the potential that exists in the virtual team but that for them to fully
embrace the virtual team there needs to be investment on the part of the company in tying
together the spread-out members of the team as people are like Gapp, Fisher (2012) say, are
more motivated when not isolated.
A concern among the respondents were that the lack of face to face interactions made it
harder to connect with people and brought up by several respondents including John and
Nicklas, that during communication the inability to rely on social cues made it harder to build
trust and be completely satisfied as an employee. What the respondents are describing in their
experience of working in traditional teams and their concerns about the virtual team here fits
into what Putnam (1995), Kilubi, Rogers (2018) talk about when they mention social capital
and how organizations such as a team together develop the necessary norms, the social trust
that will be the backbone of coordination and cooperation that Zhao, Tang, Liu, Liu
(2016), Pratono (2018) highlight as key factors for the creation of social ties that addresses
the concerns of the respondents. It is the social ties that that create structural trust, perceived
similarity and the possibility of identifying oneself as part of something greater and that this
strongly influence satisfaction for the employee, especially among workers in virtual teams.
This issue the respondents feel is compounded by working in international virtual teams
where culture has a great impact and where being able to see each other would stabilize the
experience and avoid some culture clashes. The respondents desire to be able to see and greet
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the people of the other cultures is sensible and it sounds as if they’ve caught on how
revealing people's movements can be as mentioned by Hofstede (2015) and Kaasa (2015) as
culture help guide people in social contexts.
To reconnect with what Lisa said about virtual only meetings not being able to encourage
motivation is one bullet point that organizations should keep in mind as motivation is an issue
that many organizations face. On the topic of motivation there’s in comparison more
difference in opinions than on the other topics and especially on how leadership impacts it
and if how leadership is handled needs to be different in the virtual team. On one side there is
Sven who clearly expresses that it is up to each and every individual to make sure that they
are motivated and that the leader should not have to act in any different way in a virtual team
than they would have to in a traditional team. His stance echoes the SDT which assumes that
it’s inherent in human nature to be curious and interested in learning and to want to grow and
that it the individual is the one that make it happen and not necessarily their leader (Deci,
Ryan, 2000; Niemiec, Ryan 2009). Lisa expresses it differently and that the leader should
make sure everyone is up to date on things common just like leaders in the traditional team.
In contrast there still a majority that believes that leadership must change and adapt to the
virtual team and its unique set of challenges. Only Victoria highlights that the leader must be
able to multitask, John is satisfied with a responsive leader that is not afraid to discuss.
Niklas in agreement with Nydegger, Nydegger (2010) adds to John’s wish of wanting a
responsive leader a desire for clarity in communication from the leader because they will
often communicate using tools where social cues are lost. Answers given by John
and Niklas about having a responsive leader that don’t waste time in communication puts
them into agreement with Ryan, Deci (2000), Zhang, Cole Ricci, Gao (2019) who believes a
responsive leader will help create within the team a sense of relatedness which over time will
lead to better results and improved motivation as the employees feel valued and respected.
The answers also indicate that social capital is at work but this time the social capital is
structural and it being a desire by the employee further ties into the structured social capital
which influences loyalty and trust, both important factors in creating a healthy and satisfying
working environment in the virtual team (Schenkel, Garrison, 2009; Zhao, Tang, Liu, Liu,
2016; Pratono, 2018).
Madeleine argues that virtual teams often being international means the leader need to be able
to handle different cultures and that culture affects motivation. She means that a competent
leader will understand that people will achieve their best performance when they are able to
find their own motivation. The position exemplified by Madeleine follows what Hofstede
(2011), Thanetsunthorn, Wuthisatian, (2018) talk about, that different cultures are built
differently and prioritize differently, and it seems Madeleine has caught on that an
international member of her team might prefer a stricter leader and more hierarchy. This
stance puts Madeleine in the middle of the ones thinking there’s not a need for a different
leadership and those that believe there is a need. She is not alone in pointing out that a leader
should find ways to help workers find their own motivation and preferably an internal
motivation which the respondents could value higher than in a traditional organization as they
are more isolated. Clear is that most of the respondents feel that it would be a mistake to not
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adjust and develop a new leadership for the virtual team, that simply thinking that the same
leadership that works in a traditional office will work as well in a virtual team. There is need
for the ability to facilitate team member engagement and interactions between members to
counteract that the team doesn’t exist in one place (Gupta, Pathak, 2018; Dulebohn, Hoch,
2017).
The working environment is in several different answers highlighted as an important factor
for employee satisfaction. A good working environment is the result of several other factors
as mentioned by Ford et al., (2017) who says that the summary of a positive working
environment leads to a closer-knit group, more productivity and that there exist more trust
individual members of the team. Important to remember is that as Hofstede (2015) explains
that as that any group of people that spends time together, regardless of their size is capable
of forming their own culture. The respondents in their answers cover the factors that lead up
to a good working environment. It comes as no surprise that it is important to the employees
that the technology that they use and the technology that binds them together as a team is
functioning efficiently and in a reliable manner. To be satisfied in the workplace the
respondents find it paramount that the technology given to them are not only good quality
tools but tools that are meant to be used the way that the employees will be using them, both
now and in the future.
These answers from the interviewed line up with what Pauleen, Yoong (2001) and Goggins,
Laffey, Gallagher (2011) mention about technological transformation. As Victoria points out,
there need to be an appropriate tool for every situation, some situations will require her to see
the one she is talking too whereas other situations will require other things and that it can
negatively impact the satisfaction she feels in her job when the right tool is missing.
Madeleine says in a response that working in the virtual team as it rides on the cutting edge of
digitalization means facing some instability that the employee expects the company to handle
which can be very costly. A stance that makes sense is Sven’s stance on technology as it for
members of virtual teams often replaces the function of being able to interact with people
face-to-face but also provide structure and organization that for a traditional team exists as a
result of there being a physical location that members of the team work from. The opinions of
these two respondents are shared by the other respondents and also with the theory provided
by Ford et al., (2017) who captures in theory the needs of the employees by stating that not
only good tools are enough but the right tools for the task is required for an effective team. In
virtual teams this is especially true as technology related issues that would slow a regular
team down, might completely stop a virtual team as they’re unable to perform their work
without such tools.
Leadership is by several respondents seen as an important factor and in general their answers
are aligned with what is suggested by theory. Horwitz et al., (2006) suggest that a weak
leadership leads to a weak team identity, lack of support and in turn worse performance and
in the answers given in the interviews there are some agreements on what is undesirable
leadership and what they perceive to be good leadership in virtual teams. Bosse perceives the
ability to multitask crucial as to achieve strong leadership and together with several other
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respondents such as Niklas the ability to clearly communicate with people on the team and to
be able to do that without the communication taking place in a face-to-face context as that is
not the norm for communication in virtual teams unlike the standard it enjoys in traditional
teams. The respondents clearly put empathize on clear communication with is in agreement
with the theory pushed forward by Gupta, Pathak, (2018) and Dulebohn, Hoch, (2017) and
Horwitz et al., (2006) which states that it is more important for virtual than traditional teams
that the manager possess the skills that allow them to provide clearly defined directions,
communicate clearly, is excellent at time management, removes all ambiguity. Even more so
the respondents find that as an important skill to have and an important factor for their
satisfaction when it comes to working with people of different cultures which introduces its
own set of ambiguity. However, perhaps as a result of working in a virtual team the
respondents all find it important for them to be able to form relationships with their
coworkers that management in the capacity able to them pursue the possibility to meet faceto-face.
Furthermore, the respondents find it extra important for a virtual team to have management
aid in creating clarity on what role everyone got. This is interesting as it is a common answer
among the respondents and fit into a portion of what Xinyu et al., (2019), Kossek, (2016) and
Allen et al., (2014) put forward as one perspective on bringing balance between work and
home. This perspective being the separation perspective that highlights the importance of
bringing clarity to roles and clearly define things as to not waste energy on what is not
relevant at the time as is a risk that members of virtual teams must handle and as the
respondents in their answers say that they attempt to do. As the theory mentions, this is a
particular risk for virtual teams that currently in time do not have the same clearly defined
borders that traditional teams and where work and home most of the time do not exist within
the same building. Interesting is that the theory believes that separation perspective can
reinforce gender roles which stands in contrast to what most of the respondents suggest their
experience is. Often, they’ve found it to be the opposite and that it’s been really satisfying to
be able to take over certain tasks in the home to better allow their partner to pursue their
goals.
Another contrast to the data gathered is that the majority of the respondents perceived being
able to separate their work and life as important for their satisfaction whereas the theory
suggests there exists an alternate route to take which is the integration perspective that argues
that blending both work and home will lead to increased flexibility as integration will allow
the individual to more detail their day to their needs. Looking at the answers given by the
respondents it appears that while most of them say that separation is what satisfies them,
there is a part of the same respondents that mentions how important flexibility is to their
satisfaction and that they perceive it to be of extreme importance and a large reason for why
several of the respondents decided to work in a virtual team. Another point brought up by
everyone is that the work form for them feels like it allows them to work faster, spend less
time and energy on unproductive tasks which nets them more time to actually do the work
they want to do as covered by Sutherland (2013) and Fairbrother, Warn (2003) points out that
it is beneficial to everyone if an organization work towards improved job satisfaction. To
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give an example of this we have Bosse that mentioned that working in a virtual team has
removed the need for him to travel to an office and that over time that saves him many hours
and in addition to that it also does a small thing to help with environmental issues. Being able
to help out more at home due to not having to travel stands a bit in contrast to what is stated
by Wilk (2016) about how workplace norms in place assumes that it is the woman that stays
home and the man that works and as can be seen with changing norms the virtual team can
help break up the old idea that always the women stay at home which can make the virtual
team appealing to people perceiving increased equality as important for their satisfaction.

5.2. Creating employee satisfaction in virtual teams
Working in virtual teams has during the last few years become an increasingly popular
organisational form. However, many of the respondents are bringing up the issue that many
organisations are starting new virtual teams without having a clear plan and structure for how
the team should work. As previously mentioned, there are some vast differences between
working in traditional and virtual teams which requires organisations to think through how to
handle issues such as team building, technology and organizational culture (Pauleen, Yoong,
2001; Goggins, Laffey, Gallagher, 2011). All of these areas have a direct impact on employee
satisfaction which is why it’s important for employers to think these issues through and come
up with a plan for how to handle such issues when starting new virtual teams (Patel et al.,
2011).
Most of the respondents feel that such routines are missing or are not implemented good
enough which means that some of the respondents sometimes have trouble in e.g. socializing
with colleagues at work and/or keeping work-life and free time apart. There is also a clear
pattern where companies who have not worked with virtual teams for a very long time are
having more issues than teams who have been working virtually for several years. This
implies that the teams tend to work things out and develop routines and structures with
experience. It is however a problem that so many new teams don’t have routines or a proper
structure in place when they begin to work virtually (Wilk, 2016).
One main concern of the respondents has been the lack of clear office hours. While many of
them also highlights this as an advantage as it helps them plan their family life and become
more flexible, it also has a negative aspect as some can’t let go of work or feel the need to be
constantly available to colleagues. This is clearly one of the areas where companies need to
plan ahead and come up with guidelines for the team when they begin to work virtually and
not let the team develop some unofficial system over time as many seems to do now.
Another common issue in the beginning of virtual teams seems to be that team managers
don’t really have a routine for team building within the team. Many of the respondents
highlights the issue of being a team that’s working apart and the challenges in building and
maintaining a team spirit while doing so. Most of the respondents say that they don’t really
get time to chit-chat with each other and that it’s usually only at the beginning of meetings
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that they get some time to have a short discussion about their personal life's. As arguments
and similar situation are sometimes harder to detect in virtual teams which can easily lead to
full blown conflicts, it’s therefore even more important to work with team building in order to
ensure a strong, happy and satisfied team (Zoufa, Ochieng, 2017). This is one area where
managers must think significantly different than when working with traditional teams. In an
office there are also many more spontaneous moments around the coffee-machine, and you
can always pop your head in to your colleague's office. Some of the teams we have spoken to
have tried to replicate this with having coffee breaks together on Skype, but they say that
while the intention is good it can’t really replace the spontaneous conversations that arises
while having a physical break together.
Having the right tools is something that most of the respondents highlights as a key factor in
getting a successful virtual team. It’s described as one of two key pillars of the virtual team
by for example De Bruyn amongst others (De Bruyn, 2017; Marlow et al. 2017) and
highlighted as a main factor of team success by Patel et al. (2011). As virtual teams primarily
work through digital channels it puts a much higher demand on those channels to function
properly as technical issues or downtime could mean that the virtual team can’t perform their
work at all in a worst-case scenario. It’s therefore important to have both a significant backup
structure but also have several options to do the job if one would fail. As the technological
tools is the very foundation that virtual teams rely on it’s also important that the tools are
properly designed for them so they can perform their work efficiently (De Bruyn, 2017;
Marlow et al. 2017). Traditional teams are usually also using digital tools for their work, but
they can in many cases use analogue options for the very basic tasks such as communication
for example. Not having the right tools in a virtual team might sometimes be nearly as bad as
having no tools at all and many respondents mention this as a crucial area for them. Having
good tools that are designed the way that the team needs to work with them makes everyday
tasks much easier for the members of virtual teams which is something (Rozman et al., 2017)
are pointing to as a major factor of satisfaction for employees. It’s also important to consider
the challenges of a large virtual team. A Skype-meeting with 30 people is far more
challenging than a meeting with 3 people both in terms of the likelihood of technological
trouble, but also in terms of participation and letting everyone take an active part in a meeting
which is something some of the respondents have pointed out.
A rising global issue is how we as humans are affected by digitalisation in our daily lives.
When employees work primarily through digital channels it puts high demand on the
employer to have a strategy for dealing with potential effects from this such as stress or other
health issues. Much of these issues are the result of not being able to let go of work when you
get home (Wilk, 2016). When working in virtual teams this puts the issue at its point as
you’re both working digitally and, in many cases, also from you own home. Therefore, it’s
not surprising that 9 out of 12 of our respondents feel that it’s sometimes difficult to let go of
work and manage a balanced work-life situation.
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As most of our respondents are at least partly working from home with flexible hours it puts a
lot of pressure on the individual employee of having the self-discipline to be able to draw a
clear line between work time and free time. As some of the respondents have said, it’s even
more difficult during a nice hot summer day or simply when a colleague needs you even
though you have finished work for the day. It can also be the other way around that
employees are putting in to many hours in situations where they have a pressure to perform
with a tight deadline. If you work from home, there’s no manager who can keep an eye on
how many hours you’re actually working during a week (Elsbach, Cable, Sherman, 2010).
All of this can create an unbearable environment with stressed employees which will have a
negative impact on their employee satisfaction (Xinyu et al., 2019; Kossek, 2016).
Working in virtual teams might also be problematic in otherwise straight forward situations
such as when you are home sick, on holiday or when you’re home taking care of a sick child.
At a regular office you would simply go home and not work in these situations, but when
you’re working from home many people feel that they can mix both working and taking care
of a sick child etc. While this might give satisfying levels of flexibility and be beneficial for
the team and the individual employee it also raises the issue from a legal perspective of how
to handle e.g compensation and regulations for these situations in a digital era.
The flexibility is however what most people highlights as the most beneficial part of working
in a virtual team. Not only does it reduce the need for travelling which means employees can
stay at home with their families instead, it also gives employees an improved satisfaction
with the situation of managing their life-puzzle with everything that it means. The possibility
to plan your own days seems so be highly valued but an interesting thing is that most people
at the same time wants a clear structure and guidelines to be able to separate work-life to free
time. It seems that complete autonomy is not something most people want, instead employers
needs to find a proper balance between the perks of autonomy and having clear lines between
work and private life.

5.3. Summary of analysis
To summarize the analysis, the authors of this thesis have found that some factors are
perceived by the employees to be more relevant to their satisfaction than others. These factors
are work-life balance, autonomy, social relationships and the structure of the team. Other
factors are involved in creating employee satisfaction but are perceived by the respondents to
be somewhat less important yet still able to influence enough upon satisfaction that they are
worth taking note of. These include culture and motivation; factors that obviously can’t be
ignored but as the respondents felt were factors that could be addressed later, the main
satisfaction they perceived were in the other factors mentioned.
About the structure of the team a sizeable portion of the concern from the respondents related
to how they perceived that the novelty of the concept of virtual teams were taking the
companies by surprise and that the companies either were unable to provide the proper
structure, such as for example, the right technology needed. Or that the companies lacked the
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awareness of what the virtual team required that the traditional team could do without for
employees to feel good levels of satisfaction and this echoes the words of Wilk (2016) who
states that this unpreparedness is all too common. This lack of developed structure leads into
the concerns of work-life balance. Respondents, while loving the flexibility and autonomy
that they were given in the virtual team setting all noted the double-edged nature of so much
freedom which was that it easily seeped into their lives outside of work. By working from
home, the manager of the team will struggle to keep an eye on the number of hours that the
employee has worked during the week (Elsbach, Cable, Sherman, 2010). So for the
companies to be able to have satisfied employees they are going to have to act with care and
intelligence when finding that balance between the freedom and autonomy that is cherished
by the respondents but also being able to provide the clarity and structure that the respondents
perceive as deeply necessary for them and their families. What also needs to be addressed is
the social relationship side of things, as virtual teams often will have members spread out and
not concentrated in one place will face issues and difficulties unlike those of the traditional
team. Respondents are concerned about being able to communicate effectively and how the
loss of face-to-face interactions pose a serious problem for them to not only build trust
between each other but also that they perceive themselves at times too isolated and that
communicating through technology while improved still can’t capture the subtle clues picked
up when physically talking to another person. Pratono (2018) captures this when saying that
it is through these bonds of trust that individuals feel at ease and can identify themselves with
the team and that being able to do that can greatly affect employee satisfaction.
While not seen as crucial to satisfaction by the respondents but still important enough to not
be ignored can put culture and motivation in underserved bad light. As put by the
respondents, working with international people is exciting and great for personal growth and
also gives the virtual team a great competitive advantage being able to have in their team
people across the world with the strengths of different viewpoints as agreed upon by Hofstede
(2011) that different cultures are built differently and prioritize differently. There are
concerns about communication that rise from these differences and that the respondents judge
as impactful on their satisfaction but not to such extent that it needs to be addressed before
overall communication has achieved clarity. Furthermore, motivation is perceived to carry
importance by the respondents but that they more see it as something that gets resolved on its
own as other things improve and while it is important for their satisfaction to be able to feel
motivated and find that motivation that makes sense to them, all that still remains secondary
to the mentioned, more important factors. There’s a belief that if the leadership trust in the
employees to find their own motivation and provides encouragement on that journey then the
employee will be more satisfied.
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6. Conclusions
The authors of this study have drawn some conclusions based on the analysis in Chapter 5.
The conclusions are presented below, together with implications and limitations. Finalizing
with presenting recommendations for future research.

6.1. Main findings
The main purpose of this thesis was to describe how employees in virtual teams perceive
employee satisfaction in contrast to traditional teams in order to identify which aspects are
especially significant for employee satisfaction in virtual teams. Furthermore the aim was
to explain how to create employee satisfaction with these aspects in mind.

6.1.1. Employee satisfaction in virtual and traditional teams
What became clearer as the research progressed was what the key areas for satisfaction in the
virtual team were and to what extent the empirical data and theory for job satisfaction agreed
and any similarities with areas of importance for traditional teams. Areas that the
respondents’ assigned greater value of importance for how they perceive satisfaction than the
theory did were areas such as work-life balance, having the correct technology available,
autonomy and clarity in all things related to the job, including the area of leadership. The
theory did point them out as able to influence employee satisfaction but in particular the area
of having the correct technology the theory didn’t capture just how important that area is for
the perception of employee satisfaction in virtual teams as said in the interviews. In
traditional teams' tools are important as well but they are not of the same crucial nature as in
virtual teams where most or everything the employees do will happen through the technology
they are given. The employees will feel immense frustration and be deeply unsatisfied if they
are asked to achieve quality results with tools that are not designed for the purpose that the
employee will be using them for and therefore is proper technology a key area for employee
satisfaction.
The next area that the theory mentioned as important but not as important as the data
collected in the interviews say that they are is the question of clarity. Theory mentioned that
not working from the same location means a loss of face-to-face and that it will impact
communication but what the respondents point out is that not only is that a significant loss
that affects their perception of how satisfied they are at the job but even more so they assign
clarity, especially with leadership such great importance to their satisfaction because many
employees by the nature of working separately will risk feeling isolated and lack the structure
that a traditional team develop. Having a leader that is very clear in their communication
removes ambiguity that saves the respondents a lot of time, energy and stress which are all
areas that can greatly affect how employees perceive their work situation and satisfaction.
This clarity also extends to the role each employee has in the team.
Work-life balance is from the respondents answers clearly also a very important area and one
that they themselves are not entirely sure exactly what needs to be done, but it simply is not
an area that can be ignored just because of how much it impacts their satisfaction at work.
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Considering how much they also value the flexibility that virtual teams have given them it’s
clear that the freedom and autonomy given to them in the virtual team are part of a doubleedged sword. Many respondents admit struggling with keeping their work and home separate
and more than they thought they would. Keeping work and home separate is a much larger
issue for virtual teams than traditional ones meaning that it is an area that requires even more
attention than what theory believed it would. It is however a main contributor to employee
satisfaction in virtual teams compared to traditional teams.

6.1.2. Creating employee satisfaction in new virtual teams
When companies are thinking about starting to work in virtual teams it would be beneficial if
they would plan ahead and decide structures and guidelines in areas where a virtual team is
significantly different than a traditional team in order to avoid the typical issues that would
otherwise arise. The main areas they need to go through is:
•
•
•
•
•

Technological infrastructure
Leadership
Work-Life Balance
Relationships & social conditions
Autonomy

If employers can successfully think ahead about these areas and make a structure for the
members of the virtual team, they are more likely to have a better employee satisfaction
rather than if the team would work it out themselves over time. As autonomy has been one of
the most valued aspects of a virtual team it’s important to consider these structures carefully
though in order not to ruin any potential benefits that virtual teams bring to the employee
satisfaction, to any great extent. It will be important to find a balance between providing
enough structure as to avoid the employees feeling as if they’ve been thrown into a deep end
but also to not go too far with structure and inhibit the autonomy that the employees find so
important. Involving employees before the creation of the virtual team can be one way to get
their input early. In addition to that keeping communication open with the employees and
take their wishes seriously can aid in the search of that perfect balance.
Leadership will play an important role in finding that balance as it is clear from the
respondents that while a completely new leadership style won’t be required; there will still be
employees that find certain traits in their leaders to be exceptionally satisfying. Leaders with
high levels of skill in multi-tasking, being responsive and skilled in aiding employees in
finding their own motivation are more likely to help create satisfied employees as often the
leader can be the person they interact with the most given the decentralised nature of virtual
teams. Part of the leaders’ responsibility can be to aid creating healthy social conditions
where relationships can develop. The employees are humans and relationships are important
to humans and virtual teams can’t change that part of human nature. Instead, virtual teams
changes the social conditions with a lack of face-to-face being the most prominent thing
missing. Listening to the employees on what they believe to be important steps to take is
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always important and that goes double for relationships as it their relationship with their coworkers that is the focus here. Therefore, steps need to be taken to make up for such a
noticeable loss as little to no face-to-face and these steps can be to put effort in making meet
ups a common occurrence so that the employees are given the possibility to see their coworkers face-to-face and this can be the virtual teams version of a business trip. As each
employee will be different from each other it’s important to not believe that one way will
create satisfying relationships for everyone. Some employees simply believe that being able
to see each through the camera on the computer is enough to make them feel less isolated and
be able to develop a positive relationship and to trust the other person. Listening to each
employee is the key here.
Furthermore, as virtual teams are heavily dependent on technology it can’t be underestimated
how important employees perceive technology to their overall satisfaction at work. The
technology will be how they interact with each other, how they go about doing their work and
as such any negativity found with the technology can risk influencing the satisfaction a great
deal. Therefore, to create the desired satisfaction for the employees it’s important to provide
the right tools for the job that the employees are asked to do and not to think that any tool will
work. As such it’s important to put in a the effort during planning of the virtual team to fully
be aware of the tasks the employees will do and then properly research which tools are
available to aid the employees in doing their job. Technology will continue to develop so this
will be an ongoing issue that the employees will find important to their satisfaction from the
moment they start their job and throughout their time in the virtual team.

6.2. Theoretical implications
This thesis is unique in it being an attempt to gain an improved understanding on a more
general scale of employee satisfaction in the virtual team. Previously, most of the research
regarding employee satisfaction has been very specific in its nature and examined particular
aspects or situations within teams. Most of the existing research however are focusing on job
satisfaction within regular teams and as such, this thesis will contribute with a new way of
looking at job satisfaction in virtual teams, I.e., employee satisfaction. As mentioned in the
introduction in this thesis, the world is changing and evolving meaning that more companies
are considering virtual teams as a work form. In this thesis employee satisfaction is examined
through several aspects and through that an understanding of how employees perceive those
aspects are gained. The theoretical implications of the thesis are spread over a few areas.
Identified in the introduction, the knowledge gap was identified as a lack of research
examining employees' perceptions on satisfaction in virtual teams on a less specific scale.
The thesis contributes by showing how employees perceive their experience and satisfaction
of working in the virtual team through selected aspects which contribute understanding useful
to people wanting to learn how a different form of organization impacts employee
satisfaction. The thesis also contributes to the field of employee satisfaction by further
developing the concept
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6.3. Practical implications
In the introduction it was mentioned that the digital world of today allows for new
opportunities to utilize but also new challenges to face. It is now possible to work with people
in different parts of the world in ways that previously were impossible or unfeasible. This
thesis is of practical relevance to those that are interested in utilizing the opportunities of
virtual teams as a solution to new challenges. The data gathered show how employees
perceive satisfaction in the virtual team through certain aspects and therefore act as guidance
to people in positions where they decide how their company will tackle the digital world of
today. By contributing this knowledge in this field there now exists a tool that companies can
utilize when forming their own virtual teams. Companies can now with the conclusions of
this thesis and gained understanding of employee perception on satisfaction better develop
routines and develop structure that take into account the virtual team being a different work
form than the traditional organization and as a result better deliver working conditions that
delivers higher employee satisfaction. This thesis also helps employees understand the
different working conditions that follow as a result of working in virtual teams and can
therefore aid them in making the decision if it is a work form that suit them and their abilities.

6.4. Limitations
There is little previous research looking into general aspects of employee satisfaction in the
context of the virtual team with most research focusing on specific aspects. This is a
limitation to the thesis at it has made it difficult to find theoretical support in some areas of
the thesis. This was solved by using some of the theories used in the specific research and
adopting more general job satisfaction research in traditional teams. The understanding of
employee satisfaction and how the perception of the selected aspects may have been clearer if
the thesis had focused on specific industries, but this was not the intention. Rather, the
intention was to explore employee satisfaction at a more general level. In line with this the
respondents, if there were more or different respondents, the result might have looked
different. The fact that there were variety among the respondents as they were from different
sectors, had different ages, gender and background have hopefully helped mitigate this
specific limitation. Further, there exists a geographical limitation, seeing that this thesis is
limited to Sweden. A different result therefore may have been found if more countries were
included and it’s important to consider that different circumstances might significantly alter
the result in other countries.

6.5. Future research
One interesting finding of this thesis is that while employees thinks it’s sometimes difficult to
manage a good balance between work and family-time, they don’t particularly think it affects
their families to any great extent. While it’s outside the scope of this thesis to go into depth if
that’s the case, it would be interesting to see further research regarding the positive and
negative impacts of families with family members who are mainly working as part of virtual
teams. Such research would not only be beneficial when implementing structures and
guidelines of virtual teams, but it might also help employees make the choice weather to
work in virtual teams or not.
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Another area of interest that was discovered is that working in virtual teams has changed the
way we practically implement traditional labour rights such as holidays, sick leave or staying
home when taking care of sick children. When the lines blurs together and practices changes
it’s important that laws and regulations also keeps up with the change in order to ensure a
healthy and stable labour market. Therefore, more research about the practical implications of
these new practices is needed in order to fully understand how it affects employees in virtual
teams.
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4-8

Intervjuguide Svenska
Frågor i kursiv stil är eventuella följdfrågor på tidigare huvudfrågor.

Allmänna frågor
1. Hur upplever du att det är att jobba i virtuella team jämfört med traditionella?
2. Föredrar du generellt sett att arbeta i traditionella eller virtuella team? Varför?
3. Finns det specifika sammanhang där du föredrar att arbeta virtuellt eller traditionellt?

Technological infrastructure
4. Kan du berätta hur kommunikationen fungerar i teamet?
5. Hur upplever du att tekniken hjälper (eller hindrar) er i kommunikationen?
6. Kan du berätta om vad som är viktigt för dig när det kommer till kommunikationen i
teamet?
7. Vilka förändringar hade du velat göra för att göra kommunikationen ännu bättre?
8. Hur fungerar kommunikationen med andra delar i företaget utanför gruppen?

Leadership
9. Vad tycker du krävs av en ledare i ett virtuellt team jämfört med i vanliga team?
10. Hur arbetar din ledare med motivation?

Work-Life Balance
11. Kan du berätta dina upplevelser av att balansera jobb och fritid/familj?
12. Vilka är de största utmaningarna med detta?
13. Vad för positiva (eller negativa) effekter på work/life balance har du upplevt av att
arbeta i ett virtuellt team?
14. Kan du berätta om hur ni tänker kring arbetstider, när man förväntas vara tillgänglig
och när man är ledig?
15. Hur påverkar det din familj?

Autonomy
16. Hur viktigt är självstyre i arbetet för dig?
17. Hur upplever du att det är att jobba i virtuella team jämfört med traditionella om man
tänker just på självstyre?

Social relations
18. Hur påverkar det gemenskapen att arbeta virtuellt?
19. Hur skulle du beskriva relationen till dina kollegor?
20. Hur jobbar ni med sammanhållningen i teamet?
21. Hur tycker du att det fungerar?
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22. Hur gör ni när ni pratar om ej direkt jobbrelaterade saker?

International collaboration
23. Hur skiljer det sig att arbeta med människor som finns i andra länder och andra
kulturer än med de som finns i Sverige?
24. Finns det någon specifik utmaning du inte hade väntat dig?
25. Hur har du förändrats av att arbeta virtuellt med människor från andra länder och
kulturer?
26. Hur anser du att din ledare har hanterat ett internationellt virtuellt team?
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Interview guide English
Questions in italic are potential follow up questions to previous main questions.

General questions
1. How do you feel that it is to work in virtual teams compared to traditional teams?
2. Do you generally prefer to work in traditional teams or virtual teams? Why?
3. Are there any specific scenarios where you prefer to work either virtually or
traditionally?

Technological infrastructure
4. Can you tell me about how the communication works in the team?
5. How do you feel that the technology helps (or prevents) the communication in the
team?
6. Can you tell me about what you consider important when it comes to the
communication in the team?
7. What changes would you like to make in order to make the communication even
better?
8. How does the communication work with other parts of the organisation outside of the
team?

Leadership
9. What do you think is required of a leader in a virtual team compared to regular teams?
10. How does your leader work with motivation?

Work-Life Balance
11. Can you tell me about your experiences of balancing work and spare time/family?
12. What are the biggest challenges with this?
13. What positive (or negative) effects on your work-life balance have you experienced
by working in a virtual team?
14. Can you tell me how you think regarding work hours, when you’re expected to be
available and when you have time off?
15. How does it affect your family?
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Autonomy
16. How important is autonomy in your job for you?
17. What is your experiences with working in virtual team compared to traditional in
regards to autonomy?

Social relations
18. How does it affect the community to work virtually?
19. How would you describe the relation to your colleagues?
20. How do you work with unity in the team?
21. How do you think it’s working?
22. How do you do when you talk about non work related things?

International collaboration
23. How does it differ to work with people in other countries and cultures than to work
within Sweden?
24. Are there any specific challenge you did not expect?
25. How have you changed by working virtually with people from other countries and
cultures?
26. How do you think your leader has handled working with an international virtual
team?
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